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Abstract

Radiative cooling on the lowest atmospheric levels is of strong importance for modulating atmospheric circulations and orga-

nizing convection, but detailed observations and a robust theoretical understanding are lacking. Here we use unprecedented

observational constraints from subsidence regimes in the tropical Atlantic to develop a theory for the shape and magnitude of

low-level longwave radiative cooling in clear-sky, showing large peaks at the top of the boundary layer. A suite of novel scaling

approximations is first developed from simplified spectral theory, in close agreement with the measurements. The radiative

cooling peak height is set by the maximum lapse rate in water vapor path, and its magnitude is mainly controlled by the

ratio of column relative humidity above and below the peak. We emphasize how elevated intrusions of moist air can reduce

low-level cooling, by sporadically shading the spectral range which effectively cools to space. The efficiency of this spectral

shading depends both on water content and altitude of moist intrusions; its height dependence cannot be explained by the

temperature difference between the emitting and absorbing layers, but by the decrease of water vapor extinction with altitude.

This analytical work can help to narrow the search for low-level cloud patterns sensitive to radiative-convective feedbacks: the

most organized patterns with largest cloud fractions tend to occur in atmospheres below 10% relative humidity and feel the

strongest low-level cooling. This motivates further assessment of these favorable conditions for radiative-convective feedbacks

and a robust quantification of corresponding shallow cloud dynamics in current and warmer climates.
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Abstract17

Radiative cooling on the lowest atmospheric levels is of strong importance for modulat-18

ing atmospheric circulations and organizing convection, but detailed observations and19

a robust theoretical understanding are lacking. Here we use unprecedented observational20

constraints from subsidence regimes in the tropical Atlantic to develop a theory for the21

shape and magnitude of low-level longwave radiative cooling in clear-sky, showing large22

peaks at the top of the boundary layer. A suite of novel scaling approximations is first23

developed from simplified spectral theory, in close agreement with the measurements.24

The radiative cooling peak height is set by the maximum lapse rate in water vapor path,25

and its magnitude is mainly controlled by the ratio of column relative humidity above26

and below the peak. We emphasize how elevated intrusions of moist air can reduce low-27

level cooling, by sporadically shading the spectral range which effectively cools to space.28

The efficiency of this spectral shading depends both on water content and altitude of moist29

intrusions; its height dependence cannot be explained by the temperature difference be-30

tween the emitting and absorbing layers, but by the decrease of water vapor extinction31

with altitude. This analytical work can help to narrow the search for low-level cloud pat-32

terns sensitive to radiative-convective feedbacks: the most organized patterns with largest33

cloud fractions tend to occur in atmospheres below 10% relative humidity and feel the34

strongest low-level cooling. This motivates further assessment of these favorable condi-35

tions for radiative-convective feedbacks and a robust quantification of corresponding shal-36

low cloud dynamics in current and warmer climates.37

Plain Language Summary38

In the absence of clouds, the atmosphere slowly cools down, by radiating infrared39

energy to outer space. This cooling is particularly important for cloud patterns because40

of its ability to drive atmospheric circulations, but the detailed vertical structure of ra-41

diative cooling in the cloud-free boundary layer remains poorly understood. Here, highly42

detailed in-situ observations from an unprecendented field campaign are analyzed, ex-43

hibiting radiative cooling more than 5 times larger than the climatological mean, in the44

form of sharp maxima between 1 and 3 km altitude. A novel framework is proposed, based45

on spectral theory, to provide analytical approximations for the structure of low-level ra-46

diative cooling in regimes of subsidence with high accuracy. This cooling is temporar-47

ily reduced by elevated layers of moist air, but observations indicate an overall cooling48

sufficiently large to modulate the structure of shallow clouds in the subtropics and pos-49

sibly affect global climate.50

1 The need for finer intuition on radiative cooling structures51

Gaining more intuition on radiative transfer physics is of growing interest for at-52

mospheric dynamicists, since unconstrained interactions between radiation and convec-53

tion have been identified as key mechanisms for Earth’s meteorology. In particular, ra-54

diative cooling occurring in the lower troposphere can feed atmospheric circulations that55

are responsible for the spatial organization of clouds in a process called self-aggregation,56

which may affect both deep and shallow clouds (Bretherton et al., 2005; Wing et al., 2017;57

C. Muller et al., 2022). When cooling occurs low in the boundary layer, around 1 or 258

kilometers, circulations result from the stronger surface winds accelerated by density anoma-59

lies (Shamekh et al., 2020). When elevated to 3-4 kilometers above the ground, local-60

ized longwave cooling may reinforce circulations in shallow convective areas by increas-61

ing stability below the inversion layer (Stevens et al., 2017). These horizontal gradients62

in longwave cooling are associated with faster cyclogenesis (C. J. Muller & Romps, 2018),63

wider and drier subsiding areas (Craig & Mack, 2013), and the maintenance of mesoscale64

shallow cloud structures (Bretherton & Blossey, 2017). Modes of deep and shallow or-65

ganization involve mesoscale dynamics that are unresolved in climate models, but even66
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a small change therein can have a large impact (relative to CO2 forcing magnitude) on67

the top-of-atmosphere radiative budget: changing shallow cloud fraction modulates the68

Earth’s albedo, and changing the dry fraction area in subsiding regions can permit ef-69

ficient cooling of the Earth’s surface to space as local dry “radiator fins” (Pierrehumbert,70

1994).71

Testing the emergence of radiatively-driven aggregation implies to connect ideal-72

ized model results with observations, and a promising avenue is to refine the correspon-73

dence between the moisture structure and radiative cooling in subsidence regimes. In-74

deed, idealized simulations point to the importance of longwave cooling being localized75

in the vertical, especially in dry subsiding regions at the top of the boundary layer, as76

a driving force for shallow circulations (C. J. Muller & Held, 2012; C. Muller & Bony,77

2015). But the simulated modes of organization change with domain size and shape in78

small idealized cloud-resolving models (e.g. C. J. Muller & Held, 2012; Wing et al., 2017),79

which motivates the formulation of new observable criteria for self-aggregation (Holloway80

et al., 2017). Remote-sensing observations, in turn, do not resolve the detailed structure81

of radiative cooling in the lower troposphere sufficiently well (Stevens et al., 2017), which82

complicates the direct comparison with observations. Similarly in the middle troposphere,83

idealized simulations also point to the emergence of elevated moist layers at mid-levels84

and their association with aggregation of deep convective clouds (Stevens et al., 2017;85

Sokol & Hartmann, 2022), but these moist layers are also often undetected by satellite86

retrieval algorithms (Lerner et al., 2002; Prange et al., 2021, 2022). Thus, the present87

work aims at exploring the relationship between the vertical structure of humidity and88

low-level radiative cooling in subsiding regimes, as a means to provide simple necessary89

conditions for self-aggregation in the observable atmosphere, with a special focus on shal-90

low cloud patterns.91

This goal is now achievable, thanks to the unprecendented in-situ measurements92

of the EUREC4A field campaign (Stevens et al., 2021; Albright et al., 2021), which let93

us explore connections between atmospheric structure, radiative cooling profiles and modes94

of shallow clouds organization. 2,504 soundings profiles of temperature, pressure and hu-95

midity have been retrieved in the oceanic conditions upwind of Barbados in January and96

February 2020 (George et al., 2021), offerring far more detailed vertical structure than97

is available from satellite retrievals (e.g. Stevens et al., 2017). The western Atlantic hosts98

a variety of shallow cloud patterns, recently labeled as Fish, Flowers, Gravel and Sugar,99

a visual classification that has also proved effective at distinguishing their thermodynamic100

structures and degree of organization (Bony et al., 2020). Fish are large elongated struc-101

tures surrounded by wide dry areas; Flowers, patches of 50-80km wide regularly spaced;102

Gravel, often composed of cold pool rings; and Sugar, smaller fair-weather cumuli (Schulz103

et al., 2021; Schulz, 2022). Fish and Flower can reach the largest cloud fractions and are104

most effective at reflecting sunlight (Bony et al., 2020). Their relationship to radiatively-105

driven aggregation is however unclear: radiative processes are argued to help the main-106

tenance of the Flower structure (Bretherton & Blossey, 2017; Narenpitak et al., 2021),107

but these few idealized simulations have not been yet contextualized in observations. The108

EUREC4A dataset, further described in section 2, exhibit sharp radiative cooling peaks109

in the lower atmosphere, of comparable magnitude as those found in numerical simula-110

tions of radiative-aggregation.111

The present work aims towards developing a robust theoretical understanding of112

the environmental controls that allow these strong radiative cooling rates to emerge on113

low levels. Profiles of radiative fluxes depend nonlinearly on the vertical distribution of114

multiple atmospheric species, and involve radiative effects of these species across a range115

of spectral frequencies, so the detailed structure of radiative cooling is often calculated116

with complex radiative transfer models. For most problems, smooth thermodynamic pro-117

files are computed on global climate scales, while ‘grey’ solutions to radiative transfer118

offer simpler intuition for the magnitude and change of atmospheric radiative cooling.119
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The main ingredients are the height of emission to space, approximated by the level where120

optical depth is close to unity τ ≈ 1; and the cooling-to-space approximation (CTS)121

explains how the maximum cooling is distributed in height and spectral space (Jeevanjee122

& Fueglistaler, 2020a, 2020b, hereafter JF20b). However, regional variations in radia-123

tive cooling are not clearly constrained, and regimes of shallow convection exhibit pro-124

files of temperature and humidity with richer structures than in the global average, with125

a dry free-troposphere overlaying a moist boundary layer. Stevens et al. (2017) note the126

role of moisture in affecting radiative cooling in the lowest first kilometers: a constant127

relative humidity is qualitatively associated with roughly uniform radiative cooling, and128

the presence of strong vertical moisture gradients concentrates the cooling at the top of129

the moist layer in the form of sharper cooling peaks. This article aims at making this130

observation quantitative in different regimes of cloud organization.131

For this purpose, we develop new theoretical criteria for the shape and behavior132

of low-level radiative cooling in subsidence regimes of shallow organization, and validate133

the theory with EUREC4A observations. We address several interlocking questions:134

• What aspects of the atmospheric structure and composition control the altitude135

and magnitude of longwave radiative cooling peaks, in regimes of subsidence?136

• How does the complex vertical structure of humidity (e.g. elevated layers of moist137

air) complicate this picture?138

• What can this theory help to identify modes of shallow cloud organization sen-139

sitive to radiatively-driven aggregation?140

The key relationships of interest are those responsible for setting the shape, am-141

plitude and altitude of clear-sky radiative cooling peaks occurring at the top of the at-142

mospheric boundary layer. The analysis is restrained to clear-sky longwave cooling, in143

order to build a clear theoretical background onto which other components may be added.144

Longwave radiative cooling in clear air is sufficient to drive self-aggregation (C. J. Muller145

& Held, 2012); shortwave heating can compensate the cooling during daytime, result-146

ing in a net reduction in daily-mean cooling by about 30-40% (Supplementary Figure S1),147

but this compensation is not expected to prevent aggregation (Ruppert & Hohenegger,148

2018). Cloud radiative effects, not provided by EUREC4A soundings (Albright et al.,149

2021), would enhance aggregation by suppressing longwave cooling below cloud tops, which150

reinforces the contrast between dry and moist regions and the corresponding circulation (Bretherton151

et al., 2005; C. Muller & Bony, 2015).152

We start by giving an example of cloud scenes and radiative profiles from the EUREC4A153

field campaign in section 2. Theoretical approximations for the height, shape and mag-154

nitude of longwave low-level radiative cooling are then developed in section 3. The ef-155

fect of elevated moist intrusions on the lower cooling is examined in section 4 and im-156

plications of this theory for narrowing the search for radiative-aggregation in low-level157

cloud patterns will be discussed in section 5, before concluding (section 6).158

2 Observed shapes of longwave cooling in the tropical Atlantic159

The horizontal and vertical structure of atmospheric radiative cooling is closely tied160

to local profiles of temperature and water vapor, as well as the spectral properties of wa-161

ter vapor. In this paper we investigate these links using an unprecedented set of obser-162

vations: 2,504 soundings (profiles of temperature, pressure and humidity) obtained in163

the oceanic conditions upwind of Barbados in January and February 2020 (George et al.,164

2021) during the EUREC4A field campaign (Stevens et al., 2021). Radiative transfer cal-165

culations are performed on sounding data to compute vertical profiles of clear-sky ra-166

diative cooling (Albright et al., 2021), as well as on idealized profiles in sections 4 and167

5, with the RRTMGP-RTE correlated-K model (Pincus et al., 2019). These calculations168
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provide us with a dataset of “observed” and idealized radiative cooling profiles to assess169

the robustness of theoretical scalings in section 3 and 4.170

Figure 1. Observations of clear-sky longwave radiative cooling during the EUREC4A field

campaign, on Jan 26, 2020 (Fish pattern), showing that low-level peaks tend to occur in large

and dry areas. Top row: relative humidity (a) and clear-sky longwave cooling (b) profiles (thin

lines) and their means (thick lines), colored based on the height of the maximum cooling. (c)

Spatial distribution of sonde positions in the cloud pattern: the image drawn is a weighted aver-

age of all GOES images retrieved from the visible channel in daytime, using isotropic Gaussian

weights centered on each sonde with 10km spatial standard deviation. Lower row: clear-sky long-

wave radiative cooling composited as a function of column precipitable water PW from (d) Jan

26 soundings during EUREC4A, and (e) in a simulation of deep convection following (C. Muller

& Bony, 2015); dashed black contours are the circulation streamfunction and white contours

indicate cloud water content.

An example of the rich vertical structure of humidity is given in Figure 1a for one171

day of the campaign (January 26, 2020) along with the corresponding profiles of long-172

wave radiative cooling (computed by ignoring possible cloud effects (Albright et al., 2021))173

in Figure 1b. These show local maxima of several K/d larger than the vertical average,174

coincident with sharp gradients in water vapor and temperature. Cooling peaks occur175

at higher altitudes in the moister convecting areas than in the drier surrounding regions176

(Figure 1c), possibly consistent with a surface flow from dry to moist regions (C. J. Muller177

& Held, 2012), efficiently diagnose in moisture space (Schulz & Stevens, 2018). Impor-178

tantly, the magnitude of maximum longwave cooling observed is similar to the low-level179

cooling thought to promote radiative self-aggregation of deep convective clouds (Figure 1d,e).180
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In these limited-area simulations of deep convective aggregation, clear-sky longwave cool-181

ing is sufficient to drive convective aggregation; the subsiding environment is very dry182

and deep circulations are strong, implying a maximum in radiative cooling closer to the183

surface, while the observed cooling is maximum at higher levels. The present analysis184

aims at developing the analytical tools that explain the magnitude and height of radia-185

tive cooling in realistic subsiding environments, to bring context for future studies of deep186

and shallow convective aggregation.187

3 Theoretical criteria for the cooling height, shape and magnitude188

3.1 Main theoretical steps189

We build on recent theoretical work explaining the bulk features of radiative cool-190

ing with simplified spectral theories (Jeevanjee & Fueglistaler, 2020a, 2020b). In this the-191

ory, longwave radiative cooling is dominated by cooling to space (CTS). Cooling occurs192

quasi-uniformly in the vertical because water vapor optical depth decreases at a fixed193

rate with height: at any given height, cooling occurs at wavenumbers for which optical194

depth is close to 1 (Jeevanjee & Fueglistaler, 2020a) and the altitude of maximum ra-195

diative cooling is controlled by the range of wavenumbers that emits the most (Jeevanjee196

& Fueglistaler, 2020b). Here we revisit this theory for the regional case of subsidence regimes197

showing a much drier free troposphere: we start with the CTS approximation and sim-198

plify the spectroscopy in a similar way as Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b), before for-199

mulating additional spectral assumptions to include the vertical structure of humidity200

in the theory.201

3.1.1 Cooling-to-space approximation202

The vertical profile of longwave radiative cooling heating rate H can be written
as an integral over wavenumbers ν̃ of the spectrally-resolved longwave heating rate Hν̃

(in K.s−1.(cm−1)−1):

H (p) =

∫
∆ν̃

Hν̃(p)dν̃ (1)

where dν̃ is a unit spectral width and ∆ν̃ the spectral range of integration, defined fur-
ther below in section 3.3. This heating rate H is typically negative so we will more gen-
erally refer to it as radiative cooling. We assume that both the background longwave ra-
diative cooling and the local cooling maxima (negative peaks) can be modeled adequately
with the cooling-to-space approximation: assuming that the photons emitted in a given
layer mostly escape directly to space while exchanges between atmospheric layers are of
smaller magnitude in comparison (Jeevanjee & Fueglistaler, 2020b). Under this approx-
imation the integrand Hν̃ is proportional to the longwave flux divergence ∂pFν̃ and can
be approximated as

Hν̃(p) =
g

cp

dFν̃
dp

=
g

cp
πBν̃(T )

dT (τν̃)

dp
(2)

where Bν̃ is the Planck function, T (τν̃) = e−τν̃ the transmissivity at optical depth τν̃ ,
cp is the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure and g acceleration due to grav-
ity. The vertical derivative becomes

dT (τν̃)

dp
= −dτν̃

dp
e−τν̃ = −β

p
τν̃e
−τν̃ (3)

where β = d ln τν̃
d ln p is an optical depth lapse rate, and where optical depth is defined as

τν̃ =

∫ p

0

κν̃(T (p′), p′)qv
dp′

g
. (4)

where qv is the specific humidity, approximately equal to the water vapor mixing ratio.203
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3.1.2 Simplified spectroscopy and optical depth lapse rate204

We expand upon this framework in two ways. First, Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b)205

considered atmospheres with constant coefficient β, in other words, optical depth is a206

simple power function of pressure typical of the climatological mean. Shallow convec-207

tive regimes, in contrast, are often characterized by very dry free-tropospheric conditions208

above the inversion level and a relatively well-mixed lower troposphere (e.g. Figure 1a).209

Such vertical structures in relative humidity result in strong vertical gradients in water210

vapor mixing ratio, so that optical depth varies can substantially deviate from a smooth211

climatological profile. We therefore consider the more general case of vertically varying212

β.213

A second simplifying change is the separation of variables between the wavenum-214

ber and humidity structures. Extinction coefficients κν̃ have some monotonic dependence215

on temperature and pressure, in particular at small wavenumbers (in the rotational branch216

of water vapor) and large mixing ratios, but this is less pronounced in the lower tropo-217

sphere below 3-4 km (Wei et al., 2019). We therefore assume κν̃ as constant in height218

in the lower troposphere and write τν̃ as a function of water vapor path W (p) above level219

p, τν̃(p) ≈ κν̃
∫ p

0
qv
dp
g ≡ κν̃W (p). Furthermore, the relationship between extinction220

κν̃ and wavenumber ν̃ can be approximated as a piecewise exponential function, in the221

rotational and the vibration-rotation band of absorption of water vapor, similarly to Jeevanjee222

and Fueglistaler (2020b), which makes the problem analytically tractable. Expressions223

are detailed in ?? and illustrated in Figure 2a for the rotational band (wavenumber range224

200-1000 cm−1). In practice, these expressions will allow to estimate quantitatively the225

radiative cooling approximations derived later, and to retrieve the two corresponding wavenum-226

bers ν̃? which emit the most for a given water path W in the rotational and vibration-227

rotation bands, according to the relationship τν̃ = κ(ν̃)W = 1.228

Under these assumptions, β corresponds to the lapse rate in the logarithm of wa-
ter vapor path and is uniform across wavenumbers:

β ≈ d lnW

d ln p
. (5)

3.1.3 Main scaling229

Combining Equations 1, 2 and 3 and denoting the weighting function τν̃e
−τν̃ as φν̃ ,

the vertical profile of longwave cooling becomes

H (p) ≈ − g

cp

β(p)

p

∫
∆ν̃

πBν̃(T (p))φν̃(p)dν̃ (6)

and we denote the spectral integral by I∆ν̃ for later reference, where ∆ν̃ is the spectral230

range of integration determined in practice by the weighting function φν̃ . This expres-231

sion can be estimated analytically and contains one main additional element compared232

to the one derived by Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b): the dependence of β on pres-233

sure, entirely controlled by the shape of the water vapor profile. This term will control234

the variations in radiative cooling amplitude across soundings. Conversely, Bν̃ only de-235

pends on the temperature profile, and will likely be the main degree of freedom for the236

increase in radiative cooling as climate warms. Lastly, φν̃ embeds all the information about237

water vapor spectroscopy through extinction coefficient κ(ν̃) and sets a constant spec-238

tral range of emission at the height of the peak (illustrated in Figure 2b).239

We will now use Eq. (6) to provide a criterion for the height of radiative cooling240

peaks and an approximate scaling for its magnitude. A reference wavenumber ν̃? = 554cm−1
241

will be used in the derivation, corresponding to the maximum emission at 800 hPa for242

an atmosphere with 10% relative humidity (see Appendix A). Superscript ? is used for243

the emission maximum, both in the vertical dimension and spectral space (p? denotes244

the pressure level of maximum spectrally-integrated emission).245
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Figure 2. Spectral simplifications and emission range: (a) Water vapor extinction coefficients

at reference conditions Tref = 290K and pref = 800hPa according to the CKDMIP absorp-

tion spectra dataset (Hogan & Matricardi, 2020) (blue), the exponential fit computed follow-

ing (Jeevanjee & Fueglistaler, 2020b) (black line, Appendix A). The most-emitting wavenumber

ν̃? = 553 cm−1 is computed as τ? ≡ κ(ν̃?)W = 1 for a typical water path W = 3mm (black dot).

(b) Planck function Bν̃ (red) and weighting functions φν̃ = κ(ν̃)We−κ(ν̃)W , using the simpli-

fied analytical fit computed for κ(ν̃): showing the smaller spectral widths of weighting functions

∆ν̃ = 160 cm−1 (grey shading on panel a), found independent of W in this theory.

3.2 Physical controls on radiative cooling peak height246

Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b) emphasize that the largest emission to space at247

fixed wavenumber ν̃ is controlled by the weighting function φν̃ = τν̃e
−τν̃ which maxi-248

mizes at τν̃ = 1: this result is true in τ coordinates and can be directly mapped onto249

height coordinates in the case of smooth zonally-averaged thermodynamic profiles. In250

regimes of shallow convection, optical depth relates to temperature and humidity in a251

non-trivial way: local radiative cooling maxima may also be obtained where T is locally252

maximum (inducing larger emission) and where vertical gradients in water vapor path253

W are large (inducing larger gradients in transmission). We consider three hypotheses254

for what controls the height of radiative cooling peaks, associated with each term in eq.255

(6):256

–8–
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H1) the weighting function φν̃ = τν̃e
−τν̃ peaking at τν̃ = 1,257

H2) the Planck function Bν̃(T (p)), showing a local maximum at the inversion level where258

T has larger values,259

H3) the optical depth lapse rate β, or W -lapse rate, corresponding to the vertical hu-260

midity structure.261

These three hypotheses can be first compared graphically. Figure 3 shows a decompo-262

sition of terms appearing in equation (6) for EUREC4A profiles retrieved on Jan 26, 2020.263

Thermodynamic profiles involved in the humidity structure are shown on the first row264

(panels a-c): the temperature inversion is visible in the saturation humidity profile qsatv (T ),265

and large vertical gradients in relative humidity ϕ and water vapor path W (p) =
∫ p

0
ϕqsatv

dp
g266

occur below 800 hPa for the driest columns W <30 mm. This results in a sharp peak267

of the “humidity” parameter β, with a similar shape as the full estimate from equation (6)268

and as the measured cooling profile (panels h-i), which gives credit to hypothesis H3. At269

reference wavenumber ν̃? = 554 cm−1, the Planck term Bν̃ shows a small departure at270

the temperature inversion (panel d), and the weighting function φν̃ shows a maximum271

more spread in the vertical than the target (panel e), while their joint spectral integral272

is smoothed in the vertical (panel f). This gives credit to the role of humidity param-273

eter β (H3) over the Planck term or the weighting function (H1 and H2) in setting the274

height of the radiative cooling peak. This is finally confirmed by Figure 4b, showing all275

EUREC4A soundings with a radiative cooling peak larger than 5 K/day below 300hPa.276

A clear correlation is found between the height of the hydrolapse (maximum in β) and277

the observed radiative peak heights. We note that a few points on Figure 4b show β peaks278

in the upper troposphere, while the measured cooling peak maximum occurs at lower279

levels. These occur in places with small-scale variability in the moisture field at upper280

levels, yielding large β values, but radiative cooling remains smaller due to the weaker281

Planck term in the upper atmosphere. These cases often correspond to upper moisture282

intrusions, to which we return to further below.283

Analytical calculations are then made for a quantitative comparison of the role of284

the temperature inversion (through qsatv ) and the gradient in humidity (through ϕ) in285

setting the peak of β (developed in Appendix B). We use analytical approximations for286

the peak amplitude, derived later in section 3.4: the drop in relative humidity at the top287

of the boundary layer (called hydrolapse) induces a cooling peak 1 or 2 orders of mag-288

nitude larger than the peak induced by the temperature inversion.289

In conclusion, the height and shape of radiative cooling peaks are entirely deter-290

mined by the vertical structure of relative humidity through parameter β. Besides, un-291

like Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b), the weighting function φν̃ does not determine292

the height of maximum emission, but selects the most-emitting wavenumber ν̃? obey-293

ing τν̃? = κ(ν̃?)W (p?) = 1 at the height of radiative cooling peak (Figure 2, and Fig.294

2 in (Jeevanjee & Fueglistaler, 2020b)).295
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Figure 3. Decomposition of terms involved in the derivation of equation (6), illustrated with

EUREC4A soundings from January 26, 2020. Colors show column precipitable water and the

black lines show the analytical theory derived in section 3.3, using p? = 815hPa, ϕs = 80%,

ϕt = 5%, and α = 2.3. The top row shows the humidity structure: Relative humidity ϕ approx-

imated as a stepfunction (a), saturation specific humidity qsatv approximated as a power function

of pressure (qsatv ∝ pα) (b) and resulting water vapor path W (c), showing an inversion and a

flattening of the humidity profile around 800 hPa for the driest columns. The middle row shows

spectral terms: Planck emission πBν̃ (d) and weighting functions φ (e) at reference wavenumber

ν̃ = 554 cm−1 (corresponding to the maximum emission at 800 hPa for a water path of W = 3

mm at this level); these peaks are smoothed out after spectral integration
∫
πBν̃φν̃dν̃ (f). The

bottom row shows the humidity parameter β/p (g) and the complete approximation to the long-

wave cooling profile (h) which closely match the reference longwave radiative cooling profile from

RTE-RRTMGP (i).
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3.3 Theory for the shape of radiative cooling profiles296

Having identified the vertical structure of water vapor path (and more specifically297

relative humidity) as the main control for peak longwave cooling in the atmospheric bound-298

ary layer, the shape of radiative cooling can be derived analytically, from idealized ther-299

modynamic profiles.300

We first provide a simplification to the spectral integral I∆ν̃ , in (6). First note that
for all water paths W , the weighting functions φν̃ = κ(ν̃)We−κ(ν̃)W have the same spec-
tral width ∆ν̃, much narrower than the Planck function (Figure 2b). Using the analyt-
ical approximation for κ(ν̃) in Appendix A and integrating φν̃ in spectral space gives

∫
φν̃dν̃ =

lrot = 59 cm−1. We express it as a function of spectral width ∆ν̃, which we define as
∆ν̃ =

∫
φν̃dν̃/maxν̃(φ) = lrot × e = 160 cm−1. Then, this allows to express the spec-

tral integral I∆ν̃ as the product of ∆ν̃ and a typical Planck term B̃:

I∆ν̃ ≈ πB̃
∆ν̃

e
(7)

where the Planck term πB̃ = π
(
Bν̃?rot +Bν̃?vr

)
is a sum of Planck terms at reference301

temperature T = 290K and at reference wavenumbers ν̃?rot and ν̃?v−r, for which long-302

wave emission is maximal in the rotational and vibration-rotation bands of water vapor.303

Reference ν̃? are detailed in Appendix A. This gives πB̃ = 0.56 J.s−1.m−2.(cm−1)−1.304

The Planck value only fluctuates by ±4% in the soundings analyzed (see πB̃(ν̃?1 , T ) on305

Fig. 3d).306

Second, we estimate β analytically from an idealized relative humidity profile (Fig-
ure 3a): a step function with value ϕs below peak level p? and ϕt in the dry free tropo-
sphere above:

ϕ(p) = ϕt(1− 1?(p)) + ϕs1
?(p) (8)

where 1?(p) ≡ 1(p−p?) is a Heaviside function equal to 1 below the peak level and 0
above. We write the saturated specific humidity profile as a power-law in pressure (qsatv ∝
pα) (Figure 3b), where exponent α can be estimated analytically following (Romps, 2014),
by approximating p and p?v as exponential functions of z:{

p?v(T ) ∼ e−
LvΓ(z−z0)

RvT2

p ∼ e−
g(z−z0)
RaT

⇒ qsatv =
p?v
p
∼ pα ⇒ α =

LvΓ

gT

Ra
Rv
− 1. (9)

For a reference temperature of 290K, this gives α = 1.6 in the free troposphere and α =
2.3 in the boundary layer. Figure 3b shows the analytical profile for α = 2.3. Then,
integrating specific humidity qv = ϕ qsatv between 0 and p gives the corresponding ide-
alized water vapor path W :

W (p) =


W ?

(
p
p?

)1+α

, for 0 < p < p?

W ? ϕs
ϕt

((
p
p?

)1+α

− ∆ϕ
ϕs

)
, for p? ≤ p < ps

(10)

where ∆ϕ = ϕs − ϕt and the water path at the jump is W ? = 1
α+1

psq
?
v,sϕt
g

(
p?

ps

)1+α

.

The profile of the humidity parameter β(p) ≡ d lnW
d ln p then shows a peak of the follow-

ing shape:

β(p) = (1 + α)

/(
1− ∆ϕ

ϕs

(
p?

p

)α+1
)1?(p)

(11)

Combining (7) and (11) into (6) yields the following expression for the radiative307

cooling profile:308
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H (p) ≈ − g

cp

1 + α

p
πB̃

∆ν̃

e︸ ︷︷ ︸
Constant cooling

in the free-troposphere

/(
1− ∆ϕ

ϕs

(
p?

p

)α+1
)1?(p)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cooling peak

(12)

Analytical profiles (8), (10), (11) and (12) are illustrated with the dashed lines on309

Figure 3 and 4 and show a high level of agreement with the driest soundings sampled310

on Jan 26. We next compare the peak height, peak magnitude and mean longwave cool-311

ing across all days of the campaign.312

3.4 Scalings approximations for the amplitude of low-level cooling313

To gain more intuition on the behavior of low-level cooling peaks in various large-
scale environments and degrees of warming, expressions for the peak magnitude and boundary-
layer-mean cooling may now be calculated. Evaluating equation (12) at peak level p? yields
the following expression for radiative cooling peak magnitude H ? ≡H (p?):

H ? = − g

cp

1 + α

p?
ϕs
ϕt
πB̃

∆ν̃

e
(13)

and the notable result that maximum radiative cooling at the top of the boundary layer314

is proportional to the ratio between boundary-layer and free-tropospheric relative hu-315

midities. The 1/ϕt factor synthesizes the fact that a drier free-troposphere is more trans-316

parent to radiation and has larger transmittivity, and Fig. 4c shows a strong correlation317

and similar orders of magnitude as the EUREC4A data (r = .56).318

Also of interest for the strength of aggregation is the total amount of cooling oc-
curring in the boundary layer. An approximation 〈H 〉 can be obtained by integrating
equation (12) in height (detailed in Appendix C). Interestingly, the resulting expression
also involves the ratio in relative humidity between the boundary layer and the free tro-
posphere:

〈H 〉 = − 1

∆p

g

cp
πB̃

∆ν̃

e
ln

(
1 +

ϕs
ϕt

((
ps
p?

)1+α

− 1

))
(14)

where ∆p = ps − p? is the layer depth and ps can be chosen as any level between the319

surface and the peak cooling height. Fig. 4d shows a strong correlation and similar or-320

ders of magnitude as the EUREC4A data (r = 0.83).321

The scalings for peak magnitude (eq. 13) and mean boundary layer cooling (eq. 14)322

embed the simplest formulations for thermodynamic profiles (step function in ϕ and power323

function in qsatv ). Both show a proportionality to the Planck term and an increase when324

the free troposphere becomes drier, which remain valid in the range of humidity typi-325

cally measured. Between the typical values of relative humidity observed during the EUREC4A326

campaign (5%) to those of moist atmospheres (80%), the ratio ϕs/ϕt can vary by 1 or327

2 orders of magnitude. A saturated atmosphere following a moist adiabatic temperature328

profile has a free tropospheric water path of 30mm above 800 hPa, so that the correspond-329

ing range in observed water path is 1.5 mm-24 mm: water vapor mostly emits between330

500 cm−1 and 650 cm−1, and the Planck term varies little (Fig. 2b). In this range, the331

peak cooling H ? can vary by a factor 20, and the mean boundary layer cooling by a few332

K/day (Fig. 4b,c). The spurious divergent behavior of the 1/ϕt factor when ϕt → 0333

indicates that these expressions are not valid below the observed minimum free-tropospheric334

humidity of 4-5% (W ≈ 1.5mm). Errors arise from the assumptions of heaviside func-335

tion in relative humidity and of a Dirac function in spectral space for peak maximum336

emission, and more generally of constant spectral width of emission. At the other ex-337

treme, in the case of moist atmospheres (ϕt = 80%, W ≈ 20mm), the cooling peak338

vanishes to the climatological value of 2K/day, and the theory reduces to that of JF2020b339

in the absence of a hydrolapse.340
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Figure 4. Correspondence between the EUREC4A soundings and the analytical theory. (a)

Longwave cooling profiles from Jan 26 (driest profiles in red) and example of analytical estimate

using eq. (12) with ϕt =5%, ϕs =80%, α = 2.3 and our analytical fit for κ(ν). (b-d) correlations

between all EUREC4A soundings and the theory, for peak cooling height (b, maximum of β),

peak cooling magnitude (c, eq. (13)) and integral cooling in the boundary layer (d, eq. (14)).

Colors represent the density of points as fitted by a Gaussian kernel. A few points fall far from

the 1:1 line on (b), when secondary peaks at the height of moist intrusions are detected instead of

the main peaks (see text).

Our approximations for peak magnitude and total cooling show small biases. The
cooling peak is slightly overestimated while the integral cooling is slightly underestimated.
They arise from an unrealistically abrupt jump in relative humidity at the hydrolapse,
resulting in a longwave cooling more concentrated at the peak height than in the under-
lying layers when compared with the data (Fig. 4a), and might be corrected by inves-
tigating the role of a smooth humidity transition above the boundary layer. Additional
corrections may be achieved by including the effect of the temperature inversion: instead
of assuming the same saturated specific humidity above and below the inversion, one can
include a jump in qsatv consistent with the temperature jump ∆T (see Figure 3b). The
factor ϕs/ϕt in eq (13) will be replaced by

ϕsq
?
v,s(T + ∆T )

ϕtq?v,s(T )
=
ϕs
ϕt

exp(rcc∆T )
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where rcc ≈ 6%/K is the Clausius-Clapeyron rate of increase in qsatv . For the ∆T ≈341

3K inversion observed this leads to a fractional reduction of the peak amplitude of 15-342

20%.343

Generally, the expressions successfully highlight the factors controlling relationships344

between clear-sky radiative cooling and the humidity structure in the lower troposphere.345

They provide a framework for interpreting previous empirical results, including the ob-346

servation that a moist layer overlain by a dry atmosphere radiates sharply at the inter-347

face between the two (Stevens et al., 2017). While classical theories connect radiation348

to metrics of optical depth or water vapor path, these equations go further and explore349

the link with relative humidity. This has the benefits of simplifying the physical inter-350

pretation in regimes of large-scale subsidence and of connecting radiation explicitly to351

convective processes. Indeed, the transition between a roughly uniform boundary layer352

and a dry free-troposphere is more apparent in ϕ-space, and the structure of relative hu-353

midity is tightly linked to mixing by convective processes in different layers of the at-354

mosphere (Romps, 2014).355

The equations above rely on three key assumptions: the CTS approximation, the356

separation of variables between the temperature, humidity, and spectral structures, and357

simplifications of spectral properties of water vapor. These assumptions are discussed358

in more detail in section 4, exploring cases where low-level cooling is perturbed by non-359

uniform free-tropospheric humidity profiles.360

4 Damping of low-level cooling by elevated moist intrusions361

On several days of the EUREC4A field campaign, elevated layers of moist air were362

observed in the mid- and upper troposphere, with a damping effect on the boundary layer363

cooling underneath. Such intrusions may originate from congestus-level detrainment from364

remote deep convection, as cloudy air masses are advected into the region of analysis by365

southeasterly winds. Soundings that detect such intrusions are displayed on Fig.5, show-366

ing a reduction in low-level cooling peaks. Some days show a small low-level cooling peak367

around -4 K/day, associated with the small amount of water in moist intrusions (days368

01/28 and 02/09), while others show a complete cancellation of low-level cooling peaks369

down to the climatological mean cooling at -2 K/day (days 02/11 and 02/13). The weaker370

upper intrusion on 02/13, shown in yellow, is superimposed with a lower intrusion, which371

explains the strong low-level damping in this case. Can the scalings derived earlier re-372

produce this shading effect? Which assumptions must be relaxed to explain the role of373

moist intrusions?374

4.1 Sensitivity of low-level cooling to intrusion water content and shape375

We now see that, to first order, the peak reduction follows changes in free-tropospheric376

humidity ϕt, or water vapor path W , which becomes more opaque as water is added above377

the cooling peak. This can be connected to the theory derived above, ignoring for now378

the small shift in emission range towards higher wavenumbers (i.e., maintaining τ = κ(ν̃?)W (p?) =379

1) and the corresponding adjustment in the Planck term. When W increases, the hy-380

drolapse β tends to decrease: for a fixed water vapor lapse rate dW/dp, β is inversely381

proportional to W . This leads to a reduction in maximum cooling in eq. (6). A larger382

W is directly connected to the larger free tropospheric humidity ϕt in eqs. (13-14), in-383

versely proportional to low-level cooling. Figure 6 shows an example of strong intrusion384

occurring at mid-levels on Feb 13, 2020, and explores how the intrusion’s shape, height385

and water path can modulate the reduction in low-level cooling. On panels a-b, the in-386

trusion’s shape is varied while conserving its water content: when the moist intrusion387

is a rectangle (in RH-space, black profile) or homogenized in the vertical (dashed black388

profile), the low-level peak is reduced by a similar amount as with the original triangle389

shape (blue profile), from 12K/day to 5K/day. Quantitatively, the scaling for peak mag-390
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Figure 5. Elevated moist intrusions and reduction in boundary-layer longwave cooling: rela-

tive humidity grouped by day of occurrence and height of maximum longwave cooling zp (left);

anomalous relative humidity due each moist intrusion isolated from piecewise-linear fits to the

median relative humidity profiles (center); corresponding clear-sky longwave cooling, showing

a reduced cooling in the boundary layer and spurious peaks in the mid-troposphere above the

intrusion (right). Solid lines are used for median profiles and shadings for interquartile ranges.
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Figure 6. Reduction in low-level peak longwave cooling from elevated moist intrusions. (a)

relative humidity profiles for the 2020-02-13 reference case using the lower intrusion observed

fitted as a piecewise linear triangle (blue), removing the intrusion (grey) or turning it into a rect-

angle intrusion (solid black) or a uniform RH profile (dashed black) constructed to conserve the

free-tropospheric water vapor path. (b) Zoom on the corresponding clear-sky longwave radiative

cooling peak around the lower hydrolapse at 1.8 km for these four idealized cases, calculated

with the RRTMGP model. (c) Reduced low-level cooling peaks normalized by the ‘dry’ reference

(black peak divided by grey peak in panel b) as a function of the intrusion water path and center

of mass (colors), calculated with the RRTMGP model. Idealized intrusions are rectangular in

ϕ-space, and the observed moist intrusions during the EUREC4A campaign are shown in this

parameter space (color dots).

nitude (equation 13) overestimates the peak cooling for this strong intrusion (the ratio391

of free tropospheric relative humidities without and with intrusion is ϕt2/ϕt1 ≈ .06/.28 ≈392
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23% compared to the actual peak reduction −5/ − 12 ≈ 40%) consistently with the393

fact that scaling (13) overestimates the peak magnitude in the reference case (Figure 4b).394

But qualitatively, the reduction in cooling following a bulk increase in free-tropospheric395

humidity is consistent with the theory.396

4.2 Sensitivity of the reduced cooling to intrusion height controlled by397

the vertical structure of κν̃398

Figure 6c shows the normalized reduced peak r = H ?
int/H

?
ref resulting from ide-399

alized rectangle moist intrusions at different heights and different water vapor paths. This400

damping in low-level cooling rates gets gradually weaker as the intrusion is higher, so401

that intrusion height becomes an additional degree of freedom to consider. In Figure 6b,402

the damping induced by the three idealized water profiles is of similar magnitude because403

their center of mass lies around the same altitude (≈3km). This sensitivity to height is404

small for small intrusions (1-2mm), with a behavior close to the theory, and is much larger405

for large intrusions (5-6mm). Observed intrusions during the EUREC4A field campaign406

are shown on this parameter space: most of them occur at low water paths (around 2mm)407

except the one investigated in panels a-b, closer to 6mm (labeled as “20200213,lower”).408

In all cases, the lower the intrusion, the larger the reduction in radiative cooling under-409

neath.410

We now discuss this W/height-dependence with a few conceptual considerations411

and additional radiative calculations in the form of mechanism-denial experiments. Con-412

ceptually, the cooling-to-space approximation must be relaxed in the derivation above413

and the atmosphere may be considered as grey to get a first intuition on the height de-414

pendence. With moist intrusions, the emitted energy does not escape to space at a fixed415

fraction that depends on the bulk atmospheric transmissivity, but this fraction instead416

depends on the energy exchange between atmospheric layers. The exchange of energy417

between the boundary layer and the moist intrusion now depends on the difference of418

blackbody emission between both layers: the sensitivity of this energy exchange to in-419

trusion height is expected to arise from the decrease in the intrusion temperature at higher420

altitudes, and possible changes in the layer’s emissivity.421

Fig. 7 provides a quantitative estimate of the normalized peaks r = Hint/Href422

obtained with the full RRTMGP-RTE calculation, similarly as Figure 6c but when pre-423

scribing homogeneous Bν̃ or κν̃ in the vertical dimension. When both are homogenized424

simultaneously (Figure 7c), the low-level cooling reduction shows no dependence on in-425

trusion height, confirming that the dependence on height is embedded in water vapor426

extinction coefficient or the Planck source terms. However, when the radiative calcula-427

tion is reproduced by homogenizing the Planck term Bν̃(T ) but not the water vapor op-428

tical properties (Fig. 7a), little difference is found with the complete calculation (Fig. 6c):429

the Planck/temperature component is only of secondary importance. Instead, keeping430

water vapor extinction fixed in the vertical to its value at 800 hPa leads to substantial431

decrease in the reduction factor r (Fig. 6b). This result is strongly counter-intuitive, since432

temperature is the main height-dependent variable usually considered in “grey” radia-433

tion models of stratified atmospheres (Pierrehumbert, 2012). Neglecting the sensitivity434

of extinction with altitude permitted the separation of variables between κ(ν̃) and W435

in section 3.3, which was a reasonable assumption for a general theory of subsidence regimes.436

In this section, the dependence of low-level cooling on moist intrusion height cannot be437

understood as a direct temperature effect, but rather through the temperature and pres-438

sure control on the vertical profile of water vapor extinction κν̃ , and the dependence of439

κ with height must be accounted for when quantifying the role of moist intrusions on440

low-level cooling.441
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Figure 7. Mechanism denial experiments on the reduction of low-level cooling by rectangle

moist intrusions of 80% relative humidity at different height and water paths, similarly to Fig-

ure 6c. The RRTMGP code is applied on the same moisture structure but now homogenizing

vertically the Planck source term Bν̃(T ) = Bν̃(T ?) (a), the optical properties of water vapor

κν̃ = κν̃(T ?, p?) (b), and both simultaneously (c). Overall, (a) shows a similar reduction in low-

level cooling as the reference in Figure 6c and (c) shows no height dependence, similarly to the

theory in section 3.4, suggesting that the sensitivity to height comes from the vertical dependence

of κν̃ .

4.3 Three mechanisms for the role of κν̃(z) profiles442

We then formulate three hypotheses to explain why non-uniform water vapor ex-
tinction κ can modulate the damping of low-level cooling in the presence of elevated moist
intrusions. Section 4.2 supports that the intuitive approach of “grey”-radiation is inef-
fective, so that the answer must lie in changes in emission or absorption associated with
the spectral properties of water vapor. Water vapor extinction κ decreases in height at
each wavelength as a result of smaller absorber concentrations, temperatures and pres-
sures (Wei et al., 2019). The low-level cooling can be expressed mathematically as a func-
tion of the anomalous extinction ∆κi = κν̃(pi)−κ?ν̃ occurring at intrusion level pi. Start-
ing from the first equality in equation 2, we note that radiative cooling is proportional
to the extinction coefficient κ:

Hν̃ ∝
dτν̃
dp

dFν̃
dτν̃
∝ κν̃qv

dFν̃
dτν̃

. (15)

Approximating the total cooling H by its value at the most-emitting wavenumber Hν̃?

times a fixed spectral width ∆ν̃,

H ∝ κ?
∫

∆ν̃

dFν̃
dτν̃

dν̃ (16)

the radiative flux divergence per unit optical depth can be decomposed in spectral space
into a fraction f that directly cools to space (CTS), and a fraction 1−f that feels the
energy exchange term between low levels and the moist intrusion (EX):

dFν̃
dτν̃

∣∣∣∣
int

= f
dFν̃
dτν̃

∣∣∣∣
CTS

+ (1− f)
dFν̃
dτν̃

∣∣∣∣
EX

. (17)

where subscript int denotes the presence of an intrusion and 1−f is the fraction of the
emission range ∆ν̃ that overlaps with the spectral range of absorption within the moist
intrusion. The EX term embeds the difference in Planck emission (the temperature dif-
ference) between the boundary layer and the moist intrusion: its sensitivity to intrusion
height is negligible in comparison with the CTS term (consistently with section 4.2), and
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for the sake of the present discussion, we can only retain the first term. Using the ex-
pression for the CTS term from section 3, we get the approximate form for low-level ra-
diative cooling with moist intrusion:

Hint ∝ κ(ν̃?int)fB̃e
−τ?int (18)

where ν̃?int is the main emitting wavenumber at p = p? when a moist intrusion is present
and τ?int is the free-tropospheric optical depth at p = p? when a moist intrusion is present.
Dividing by the longwave cooling in a reference atmosphere without intrusion Href ∝
κ(ν̃?ref )Be−τ

?
ref gives the following approximation for the reduction factor r:

r ≈ κ(ν̃?int)

κ(ν̃?ref )︸ ︷︷ ︸
M1

emission

× f︸︷︷︸
M2

spectral
overlap

× e−(τ?int−τ
?
ref )︸ ︷︷ ︸

M3
transmission

(19)

These three terms correspond to three mechanisms M1-M3 that connect the de-443

pendence of low-level cooling on intrusion height to the vertical decrease in extinction444

κ:445

• M1) a shift in the most-emitting wavenumber ν̃? which enhances emission at p =
p?. The smaller extinction at the height of the intrusion, reduced by an anomaly
∆κi = κi−κ?, leads to a smaller optical depth τ(ν̃, p?) at each wavenumber ν̃,
by a negative anomaly ∆κi∆W i. To maintain the constraint τν̃?,p? = 1, the main
emission at low levels shifts to smaller wavenumbers to enhance the extinction κ(ν?, p?)
and the low-level emission by an amount:

M1 ∝
(
1−∆κi∆W i

)
> 1

• M2) a reduction in the spectral overlap 1−f . The range of upwelling longwave446

radiation that is reabsorbed by the moist intrusion is smaller when κ decreases447

in height. This spectral shift is illustrated on Figure 8: with moist intrusions in448

solid blue and dotted blue containing the same water amount (panel a), the high-449

est intrusion show a spectral range of absorption slightly shifted to the left (blue450

shadings centered on the blue dots, panel b). This calculation uses vertically-uniform451

κ(ν̃), and when including a gradual decrease in κ with height, the absorption range452

shifts further to the left (red shading), reducing the overlap with the range of emis-453

sion at low levels (grey shading).454

• M3) an increase in the intrusion transmissivity at each wavelength. The reduced
extinction at the intrusion height leads to a decrease in intrusion optical thickness
by the same anomaly ∆κi∆W i, so that upwelling radiation at fixed ν̃ = ν̃? is
less reabsorbed by the intrusion. This increased transmissivity within the intru-
sion appears as

M3 ∝ e−∆κi∆W i

> 1

In summary, moist intrusions can strongly reduce low-level cooling peaks by pro-455

viding additional opacity above the boundary layer. Intrusion height is an important de-456

gree of freedom to consider: boundary-layer cooling peaks can be nearly cancelled by in-457

trusions that are moist enough and close enough to the inversion. This altitude depen-458

dence likely results from the decrease in extinction coefficient with height due to pres-459

sure scaling, and from spectral effects illustrated on Fig. 8b. Three hypotheses M1-M3460

are formulated for the exact mechanism through which this reduction occur, but which461

mechanism, if any, dominates is unknown. The general behavior is a reduced reabsorp-462

tion of the upwelling radiation emitted at low levels in the spectral range of absorption463

at the intrusion level, for more elevated intrusions: this reduced “spectral shading” high-464

lights the importance of diagnosing the occurrence and persistence of these layers of wa-465

ter vapor (Stevens et al., 2017; Prange et al., 2021), and investigating the detailed re-466

lationship with water vapor spectroscopy. Elevated moist layers, often ignored from most467
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Figure 8. Reduced spectral overlap due to the vertical dependence of extinction κν̃ . (left)

relative humidity profiles for the 2020-02-13 reference case (grey) and two idealized rectangu-

lar intrusions for W = 2.4 mm centered at 3km and 6km; (right) the corresponding curves

show the wavenumber of main emission/absorption at each height, calculated according to

τ(z) ≈ κ?ν̃W
? + ∆κν̃∆W i = 1 (equation (??)), using vertically uniform κν̃ (grey and blue

curves) or a linear decrease in extinction ∂zκν̃ = −0.1 m2/kg/km (red curve). Dots indicate the

center of mass and main absorbing wavenumber in each case, and rectangles indicate the intru-

sion depth and range of absorption, assumed constant at ∆ν̃ = 160 cm−1; the black dot and grey

shading are the main wavenumber and range of emission at the low-level peak.

idealized studies of aggregation, could play an important role in modulating convective468

organization in the real atmosphere (Sokol & Hartmann, 2022).469

5 Implications and discussion470

5.1 Possible constraints on shallow organization471

We now possess a refined understanding on the relationship between low-level cool-472

ing and relative humidity, as well as the conditions in which this relationship may break:473

the presence of elevated moist layers. We can now focus on the background profiles ob-474

served during the EUREC4A campaign, by omitting the four days when such elevated475

layers occur, and ask whether radiative cooling interacts with climate-relevant cloud pat-476

terns. Notably, in which cloud patterns may a self-aggregation feedback occur and be477

most effective?478

We retain 11 days of the campaign gathering more than 100 soundings per day, and479

label them (Figure S2) according to a classification made on a wider spatial domain (Stevens480

et al., 2020; Schulz, 2022). Of special interest are Fish patterns, elongated cloud struc-481

tures surrounded by wide dry areas, and Flowers, regularly-spaced circular cloud struc-482

tures of 50-70km diameter. These are the most organized features observed with distinct483

convecting and subsiding regions, and the most interesting for climate feedbacks because484

of their large cloud fractions and albedo (Bony et al., 2020).485

Figure 9 summarizes the connection between cloud fraction and the main predic-486

tor in our theory (equations (13) and (14)): clear-sky free-tropospheric relative humid-487

ity. The general anticorrelation suggests that patterns occurring in drier environments488
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Figure 9. Relationship between shallow organization and free-tropospheric relative humidity.

(a-d) example of 4 reference patterns in the classification Fish-Flower-Gravel-Sugar observed

during the EUREC4A campaign. (e) Daily-mean cloud fraction vs. free-tropospheric relative

humidity averaged across soundings falling through clear-sky each day. Colors indicate pattern

type, circled black for days with more than 20 ’dry’ soundings (precipitable water below 30 mm).

Marker size indicate total boundary-layer cooling, from 950hPa up to the peak height. Soundings

are counted as clear-sky if all levels measured are below 95% relative humidity.

are also those with the largest cloud fraction and thus the strongest effect on the global489

climate state. One pattern appears of greater interest, the Fish pattern: on three days490

(Jan 22, 24 and 26) cloud fractions are around or above 20%, free-tropospheric relative491

humidity below 10% and boundary layer cooling above 7K/day (with maxima of indi-492

vidual profiles larger than 10K/day). The other strong Fish case of Feb 13 also has a cloud493

fraction of 30% but relative humidity above 20% due to the mid-level moist intrusion494

and does not appear on this graph. Among the two organized patterns Fish and Flower,495

Fish shows the strongest low-level cooling, associated with drier conditions around the496

inversion at 4 km altitude (Figure S3). Moister conditions for Flowers may result from497

cloud detrainment at cloud top and the shorter distance between clouds. Other patterns498

are generally weakly organized with more spatially homogeneous radiative cooling, so499

shallow convective self-aggregation is less likely. Figure S4 also shows cooling height, peak500

cooling magnitude and mean boundary layer cooling as a function of column precipitable501

water, for all soundings and patterns. Fish patterns reach strongest clear-sky longwave502

cooling down to 1-2km altitude in their wide driest regions (PW < 26mm), which makes503

them best candidates for strengthened shallow circulations due to low-level clear-sky cool-504

ing.505

Thus, Fish patterns, organized on the largest scales, are consistent with large ra-506

diative cooling rates in the boundary layer, so that a self-aggregation radiative feedback507

can be expected. Further numerical analysis is desirable to determine the importance508
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of this relationship between radiation and cloud organization in subsidence regimes, no-509

tably for cloud cover. Here, the inverse relationship between radiative cooling and free-510

tropospheric relative humidity, found in theoretical section 3.4, also allows us to provide511

a necessary criterion for the search of self-aggregation mechanisms in observed shallow512

convective regimes. Equation (13) indicates that atmospheres drier than 10-11% rela-513

tive humidity have radiative cooling values stronger than -8K/day, Fig. 8 suggests that514

this value can be a useful threshold to narrow the search for patterns subject to self-aggregation515

in the current atmosphere.516

5.2 Low-level cooling in a warmer world517

The low-level cloud feedback remains a major source of uncertainty for global warm-518

ing, and the previous section highlights a regime of convection where radiative aggre-519

gation is possible. This regime, labeled as Fish, contributes to cooling down the Earth520

from the two correlated factors shown on Figure 9: the large cloud fractions more effec-521

tive at reflecting sunlight, and the decreased free-tropospheric humidity allowing larger522

outgoing longwave radiation, in the dry subtropics known as “dry radiator fins” (Pierrehumbert,523

1994). Although the synoptic conditions in which these patterns emerge may or may not524

be favored by climate change (Schulz et al., 2021), increased shallow circulations and the525

degree of self-aggregation would promote maintenance of these patterns. We now dis-526

cuss how the present theory can inform this discussion, by providing first insights and527

a clear roadmap to quantify the behavior of low-level radiative cooling in a warmer world.528

Equation (13) highlights three components that must be investigated to provide a ro-529

bust answer: the Planck term Bν̃(T ), the background humidity ϕt (possibly perturbed530

by moist intrusions) and the spectral window of emission ∆ν̃.531

A first order calculation explores the role of moist adiabatic warming in the 300-532

340K range of surface temperatures, using the reference relative humidity profile from533

Jan 26 (Fig. S5). Low-level longwave cooling is found to increase with surface warming,534

from -9K/day to -30K/day. In this calculation, relative humidity is fixed, so that enhance-535

ment in the cooling peak only results from the Planck response (fixed ϕs/ϕt in equations (14-536

13)). This response may be modulated by changing relative humidity in subsidence re-537

gions due to a slower atmospheric circulation and a changing inversion height with sur-538

face warming (Singh & O’Gorman, 2012), which can be investigated through global cli-539

mate modeling and well-designed regional simulations.540

Importantly, changes in the effective spectral window of emission ∆ν̃ must also be541

explored. Spectral effects can result from the presence of moist intrusions as discussed542

in section 4, but also from changes in the water vapor continuum and from overlap of543

this emission range with CO2 absorption lines. The H2O absorption continuum and CO2544

absorption range have been of strong interest from the perspective of surface emission545

to space, when arguing that the water vapor window closes with warming for tropical-546

mean thermodynamic conditions (Seeley & Jeevanjee, 2021; Kluft et al., 2021). Instead,547

in the case of boundary layer cooling observed in the subsidence regimes of EUREC4A548

observations, the spectral range of emission varies weakly in the 8%-18% relative humid-549

ity profiles above the boundary layer, so that emission in the rotational band of water550

vapor may remain distinct from the spectral range of absorption by CO2. Additional cal-551

culations for day Jan 26 (not shown) with and without full water-vapor continuum and552

CO2 absorption in a similar spirit as Figure S5, also suggest that neither H2O window553

closure not CO2 overlap affect cooling peaks at 2km altitude even when surface temper-554

atures rise to 340K. This can be explained by the smaller temperatures at the top of the555

boundary layer and the smaller optical depth in dry free-tropospheric conditions. Fur-556

ther analyses are necessary, with realistic estimates of futures changes in CO2 concen-557

trations, relative humidity and temperature profiles in subsiding regimes.558
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6 Conclusion559

A new theory is developed to provide simplified analytical expressions for bound-560

ary layer cooling in the longwave, in the dry subtropics in clear sky. These new formu-561

lae provide a step towards building a future theory for self-aggregation, and can help to562

narrow the search for possible radiatively-driven circulations in the observable atmosphere.563

Presently, a detailed characterization of longwave radiative cooling in the shallow con-564

vective boundary layer is lacking, both theoretically and observationally. This work fo-565

cuses specifically on clear-sky radiation occurring in the longwave range of the spectrum:566

this is the background longwave cooling onto which shortwave heating and cloud radia-567

tive effects may be added to capture the full spatial structure of radiative cooling and568

the partial cancellation occurring during daytime.569

To this end, we focused on a region of large-scale subsidence with novel and ver-570

tically well-resolved data from the EUREC4A field campaign: the measurements show571

longwave radiative cooling localized in the boundary layer with magnitudes compara-572

ble to simulations of convective aggregation (section 2). Analytical scalings were derived573

in section 3 for the height, shape and magnitude of radiative cooling peaks (eq. 6, 13,574

14). They permitted to gain more robust intuition on three basic properties of the cool-575

ing profile: 1) the height and shape of low-level cooling peaks is fully determined by the576

moisture structure (in particular where the hydrolapse β ∝ dW
dp /W occurs, eq. 11); 2)577

the spectral structure of emission appears through a weighting function τe−τ , and se-578

lects a narrow range of emitting wavenumbers ∆ν̃ = 160 cm−1 centered around 554 cm−1,579

a value determined by the overlaying water vapor path; and 3) the magnitude of radia-580

tive cooling depends on the ratio of column relative humidity below and above the peak581

(eqs. 13-14). This connection to relative humidity will permit a more explicit connec-582

tion between radiative cooling and atmospheric moistening by convective processes, the583

detail of which is a key unknown for atmospheric dynamicists working on radiation-convection584

interactions.585

Strong emphasis is made on the role of elevated layers of moist air, called moist in-586

trusions. These intrusions are occasionally transported from lower latitudes and sporad-587

ically reduce or cancel low-level cooling, but they can be missed by satellite retrieval al-588

gorithms (Prange et al., 2021, 2022) despite being major components of the large-scale589

circulation (Sokol & Hartmann, 2022). After detailed analysis in section 4, we conclude590

that intrusion mass and altitude are important degrees of freedom in the reduction of591

low-level cooling by moist intrusions. Interestingly, this height dependence is not explained592

by a temperature difference between the emitting layers and the absorbing moist intru-593

sion, but instead by the reduction in water vapor extinction in altitude from pressure594

scaling and lower water vapor mixing ratios. Two mechanisms are advanced: when in-595

trusions occur at higher altitudes, (1) the emission range slightly shifts to lower wavenum-596

bers, leading to an increase in emission, and (2) the absorption of upwelling radiation597

within the intrusion is reduced and displaced in spectral space, reducing the spectral over-598

lap. This height-dependent “spectral shading” motivates future theoretical work to cap-599

ture the radiative effects of elevated moist intrusions within an effective spectral emis-600

sion window ∆ν̃ to be used in eqs. 13-14. It also calls for an exploration of elevated moist601

layers with novel detection techniques (Prange et al., 2022), using upcoming remote sens-602

ing instruments with high vertical resolution (e.g. Krebs, 2022).603

This theoretical work provides insights into the search of low-level cloud patterns604

subject to convective self-aggregation, and in their possible occurrence in warmer climates605

(section 5). Cloud patterns labeled as Fish, elongated structures of organized shallow606

clouds, have cloud fractions between 20% and 30%, occur in the driest wide areas effec-607

tive at cooling the Earth’s surface and appear consistent with radiative self-aggregation608

because of large values of low-level radiative cooling. A maximum value of 10-11% rel-609

ative humidity in the overlaying free troposphere appears as a useful criterion to look610

for the occurrence of radiative self-aggregation mechanisms from remote-sensing obser-611
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vations. Expanding on the theoretical results obtained for future climate suggests that612

low-level radiative cooling may strongly increase due to Planck emission, although the613

free-tropospheric humidity may change with the slow down of the general circulation or614

the presence of moist intrusions. We also recommend further investigation of the spec-615

tral behavior of the emission window in the dry boundary layer, in conjunction with in-616

creases in the water vapor absorption continuum and saturation of the CO2 absorption617

lines. Finally, this work suggests emphasis on numerical simulations of Fish patterns and618

their large-scale environment, the best candidates for radiative aggregation feedbacks.619

With rising SSTs, enhanced pattern’s lifetime would promote patterns with large shal-620

low cloud fractions and the dryness of their clear-sky surroundings. If at play, this would621

imply that the Earth’s subtropics may reflect more sunlight in the future, and simulta-622

neously allow the surface to cool more efficiently to space, a negative feedback on global623

warming.624

Appendix A Spectral fit κ(ν̃) and reference wavenumber625

Under the assumption that extinction κν̃ only weakly varies in the range of tem-
perature, pressure and water vapor of interest, κ can be expressed analytically as a func-
tion of wavenumber ν̃ in the rotational band of water vapor, similarly to (Jeevanjee &
Fueglistaler, 2020b):

κ(ν̃) = κrot exp

(
− ν̃ − ν̃rot

lrot

)
(A1)

Here, using reference values of T = 290K and p = 800 hPa, we find parameters κrot =626

131 m2/kg, ν̃rot = 200 cm−1 and lrot = 59.2 cm−1. The fit is performed using absorp-627

tion spectra from the Correlated-K Distribution Model Intercomparison Project (CKDMIP,628

Hogan & Matricardi, 2020).629

A similar fit can be derived for the rotation-vibration band, yielding

κ(ν̃) = κvr exp

(
ν̃ − ν̃vr
lvr

)
, (A2)

with κvr = 4.6 m2/kg, ν̃vr = 1450 cm−1 and lvr = 46 cm−1.630

These analytical expressions can be used to calculate a reference wavenumber ν̃?631

(shown on Fig. 2), used to simplify calculations and to visualize profiles on Fig. 3-4. By632

choosing ν̃? so that φν̃? maximizes around 800 hPa (τ? = κν̃?W (p = 800hPa) = 1,633

with W (p = 800hPa) ≈ 3 mm for a free troposphere of 10% relative humidity), we634

get κ? ≡ κν̃? ≈ 0.3 m2/kg, which corresponds to ν̃?rot = 554 cm−1 in the rotational635

band of water vapor (Figure 2a), and ν̃?vr = 1329 cm−1 in the vibration-rotation band.636

In practice, the radiative cooling structure at ν̃?rot is a good approximation for the full637

radiative calculation, because the Planck term is 4 to 5 times larger at ν̃ = ν̃?rot than638

at ν̃ = ν̃?vr.639

Appendix B Temperature and humidity contributions to cooling peak640

height and magnitude641

The vertical temperature profile may induce a cooling peak through the Planck term642

and the saturation specific humidity qsatv (H2), while a jump in relative humidity may643

induce a peak through β (H3). These may occur on distinct atmospheric levels, and only644

the one resulting in the largest magnitude will be identified as the “observed” peak. To645

discriminate between the two, we compare the magnitude H ?
θ of a cooling peak result-646

ing from a step function in potential temperature θ at p = p?θ, with the magnitude H ?
ϕ647

of a cooling peak resulting from a step function in relative humidity ϕ at p = p?ϕ. We648

assume that p?θ ≤ p?ϕ, although a similar reasoning can be made when p?θ > p?ϕ.649
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Cooling magnitudes H ?
θ and H ?

ϕ can be derived using the approximate scaling de-650

rived in equation (12), reminded here:651

H (p?) ≈ − g

cp

β(p?)

p?
πB̃

∆ν̃

e
(B1)

In this expression, vertical variations in relative humidity will only affect β, while652

temperature variations will affect both the Planck function B̃ and β (through changes653

in qsatv ). Because these two temperature effects work in opposite directions, we can re-654

strict our reasoning to the temperature effect on the Planck term without loss of gen-655

erality. Using equation (11) above and at the peak level p?, equation (B1) becomes656

H ?
θ = − g

cp

1 + α

p?θ
πB̃(T + ∆T )

∆ν̃

e
(B2a)

H ?
ϕ = − g

cp

1 + α

p?ϕ

ϕs
ϕt
πB̃(T )

∆ν̃

e
(B2b)

and we choose the same reference temperature T in both Planck functions for simplic-657

ity.658

We now show that the peak cannot be controlled by the temperature structure, given
the strong amplitude of the hydrolapse, by comparing H ?

θ and H ?
ϕ :

H ?
θ

H ?
ϕ

=

(
1 +

∆T

B̃

∂B̃

∂T

)
ϕt
ϕs

p?ϕ
p?θ

=

(
1 +

hcν̃/kBT

1− e−hcν̃/kBT
∆T

T

)
ϕt
ϕs

p?ϕ
p?θ

(B3)

where h = 6.626 × 10−34 m2.kg.s−1 is the Planck constant, c = 2.99 × 108 m/s is659

the speed of light, kB = 1.38 × 10−23 m2.kg.s−2.K−1 is Boltzmann’s constant, ν̃ =660

ν̃?1 = 554 cm−1 is the reference wavenumber (we limit the reasoning to the rotational661

band of water vapor alone, for simplicity) and T = 290K the reference temperature.662

This gives hcν̃/kBT = 2.75, and hcν̃/kBT/(1 − e−hcν̃/kBT ) = 2.94. For a tempera-663

ture inversion of a few degrees, ∆T/T ∼ O(10−2), and the humidity drop observed is664

ϕt/ϕs ∼ 0.1. Assuming that both peak heights are between 900hPa and 500hPa, we665

restrict
p?ϕ
p?θ

< 2. This gives H ?
θ /H

?
ϕ � 1 and proves that longwave radiative cooling666

peak height is set by the vertical structure of humidity.667

Appendix C Mean boundary layer cooling668

The average cooling occurring in the boundary layer can be calculated from equa-669

tion (12) approximating the full profile of low-level cooling, by integration between the670

level of maximum cooling (the level of the hydrolapse p?) and a pressure level close to671

the surface, ps. Here we take ps = 950hPa slightly above the surface, because the first672

layers are affected by radiative exchanges with the ocean surface, a term ignored here.673

We use a simple change of variable η =
(
p?

p

)1+α

to integrate β/p (equation (11) di-674

vided by p) between p? (i.e. η? = 1) and ps:675
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I(p?, ps) =

∫
dη

η
(

1− ∆ϕ
ϕs
η
) (C1)

=

∫
dη

η
+

∫
dη

1− ∆ϕ
ϕs
η

∆ϕ

ϕs
(C2)

= ln

(
ηs
η?

)
+ ln

(
1− ∆ϕ

ϕs
η?

1− ∆ϕ
ϕs
ηs

)
(C3)

= ln

(
1− ∆ϕ

ϕs
1
ηs
− ∆ϕ

ϕs

)
(C4)

= − ln

(
ϕs
ϕt

(
ps
p?

)1+α

− ∆ϕ

ϕt

)
(C5)

= − ln

(
1 +

ϕs
ϕt

((
ps
p?

)1+α

− 1

))
(C6)

The average longwave cooling is then obtained by dividing by the layer depth ∆p = ps−676

p? in equation (14).677

Open Research Section678

The codes developed for radiative transfer calculations with and without moist in-679

trusions can be found here: https://zenodo.org/badge/latestdoi/523001540 and680

the scripts developed for all data analysis can be found here: https://doi.org/10.5281/681

zenodo.7401107.682
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Abstract17

Radiative cooling on the lowest atmospheric levels is of strong importance for modulat-18

ing atmospheric circulations and organizing convection, but detailed observations and19

a robust theoretical understanding are lacking. Here we use unprecedented observational20

constraints from subsidence regimes in the tropical Atlantic to develop a theory for the21

shape and magnitude of low-level longwave radiative cooling in clear-sky, showing large22

peaks at the top of the boundary layer. A suite of novel scaling approximations is first23

developed from simplified spectral theory, in close agreement with the measurements.24

The radiative cooling peak height is set by the maximum lapse rate in water vapor path,25

and its magnitude is mainly controlled by the ratio of column relative humidity above26

and below the peak. We emphasize how elevated intrusions of moist air can reduce low-27

level cooling, by sporadically shading the spectral range which effectively cools to space.28

The efficiency of this spectral shading depends both on water content and altitude of moist29

intrusions; its height dependence cannot be explained by the temperature difference be-30

tween the emitting and absorbing layers, but by the decrease of water vapor extinction31

with altitude. This analytical work can help to narrow the search for low-level cloud pat-32

terns sensitive to radiative-convective feedbacks: the most organized patterns with largest33

cloud fractions tend to occur in atmospheres below 10% relative humidity and feel the34

strongest low-level cooling. This motivates further assessment of these favorable condi-35

tions for radiative-convective feedbacks and a robust quantification of corresponding shal-36

low cloud dynamics in current and warmer climates.37

Plain Language Summary38

In the absence of clouds, the atmosphere slowly cools down, by radiating infrared39

energy to outer space. This cooling is particularly important for cloud patterns because40

of its ability to drive atmospheric circulations, but the detailed vertical structure of ra-41

diative cooling in the cloud-free boundary layer remains poorly understood. Here, highly42

detailed in-situ observations from an unprecendented field campaign are analyzed, ex-43

hibiting radiative cooling more than 5 times larger than the climatological mean, in the44

form of sharp maxima between 1 and 3 km altitude. A novel framework is proposed, based45

on spectral theory, to provide analytical approximations for the structure of low-level ra-46

diative cooling in regimes of subsidence with high accuracy. This cooling is temporar-47

ily reduced by elevated layers of moist air, but observations indicate an overall cooling48

sufficiently large to modulate the structure of shallow clouds in the subtropics and pos-49

sibly affect global climate.50

1 The need for finer intuition on radiative cooling structures51

Gaining more intuition on radiative transfer physics is of growing interest for at-52

mospheric dynamicists, since unconstrained interactions between radiation and convec-53

tion have been identified as key mechanisms for Earth’s meteorology. In particular, ra-54

diative cooling occurring in the lower troposphere can feed atmospheric circulations that55

are responsible for the spatial organization of clouds in a process called self-aggregation,56

which may affect both deep and shallow clouds (Bretherton et al., 2005; Wing et al., 2017;57

C. Muller et al., 2022). When cooling occurs low in the boundary layer, around 1 or 258

kilometers, circulations result from the stronger surface winds accelerated by density anoma-59

lies (Shamekh et al., 2020). When elevated to 3-4 kilometers above the ground, local-60

ized longwave cooling may reinforce circulations in shallow convective areas by increas-61

ing stability below the inversion layer (Stevens et al., 2017). These horizontal gradients62

in longwave cooling are associated with faster cyclogenesis (C. J. Muller & Romps, 2018),63

wider and drier subsiding areas (Craig & Mack, 2013), and the maintenance of mesoscale64

shallow cloud structures (Bretherton & Blossey, 2017). Modes of deep and shallow or-65

ganization involve mesoscale dynamics that are unresolved in climate models, but even66
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a small change therein can have a large impact (relative to CO2 forcing magnitude) on67

the top-of-atmosphere radiative budget: changing shallow cloud fraction modulates the68

Earth’s albedo, and changing the dry fraction area in subsiding regions can permit ef-69

ficient cooling of the Earth’s surface to space as local dry “radiator fins” (Pierrehumbert,70

1994).71

Testing the emergence of radiatively-driven aggregation implies to connect ideal-72

ized model results with observations, and a promising avenue is to refine the correspon-73

dence between the moisture structure and radiative cooling in subsidence regimes. In-74

deed, idealized simulations point to the importance of longwave cooling being localized75

in the vertical, especially in dry subsiding regions at the top of the boundary layer, as76

a driving force for shallow circulations (C. J. Muller & Held, 2012; C. Muller & Bony,77

2015). But the simulated modes of organization change with domain size and shape in78

small idealized cloud-resolving models (e.g. C. J. Muller & Held, 2012; Wing et al., 2017),79

which motivates the formulation of new observable criteria for self-aggregation (Holloway80

et al., 2017). Remote-sensing observations, in turn, do not resolve the detailed structure81

of radiative cooling in the lower troposphere sufficiently well (Stevens et al., 2017), which82

complicates the direct comparison with observations. Similarly in the middle troposphere,83

idealized simulations also point to the emergence of elevated moist layers at mid-levels84

and their association with aggregation of deep convective clouds (Stevens et al., 2017;85

Sokol & Hartmann, 2022), but these moist layers are also often undetected by satellite86

retrieval algorithms (Lerner et al., 2002; Prange et al., 2021, 2022). Thus, the present87

work aims at exploring the relationship between the vertical structure of humidity and88

low-level radiative cooling in subsiding regimes, as a means to provide simple necessary89

conditions for self-aggregation in the observable atmosphere, with a special focus on shal-90

low cloud patterns.91

This goal is now achievable, thanks to the unprecendented in-situ measurements92

of the EUREC4A field campaign (Stevens et al., 2021; Albright et al., 2021), which let93

us explore connections between atmospheric structure, radiative cooling profiles and modes94

of shallow clouds organization. 2,504 soundings profiles of temperature, pressure and hu-95

midity have been retrieved in the oceanic conditions upwind of Barbados in January and96

February 2020 (George et al., 2021), offerring far more detailed vertical structure than97

is available from satellite retrievals (e.g. Stevens et al., 2017). The western Atlantic hosts98

a variety of shallow cloud patterns, recently labeled as Fish, Flowers, Gravel and Sugar,99

a visual classification that has also proved effective at distinguishing their thermodynamic100

structures and degree of organization (Bony et al., 2020). Fish are large elongated struc-101

tures surrounded by wide dry areas; Flowers, patches of 50-80km wide regularly spaced;102

Gravel, often composed of cold pool rings; and Sugar, smaller fair-weather cumuli (Schulz103

et al., 2021; Schulz, 2022). Fish and Flower can reach the largest cloud fractions and are104

most effective at reflecting sunlight (Bony et al., 2020). Their relationship to radiatively-105

driven aggregation is however unclear: radiative processes are argued to help the main-106

tenance of the Flower structure (Bretherton & Blossey, 2017; Narenpitak et al., 2021),107

but these few idealized simulations have not been yet contextualized in observations. The108

EUREC4A dataset, further described in section 2, exhibit sharp radiative cooling peaks109

in the lower atmosphere, of comparable magnitude as those found in numerical simula-110

tions of radiative-aggregation.111

The present work aims towards developing a robust theoretical understanding of112

the environmental controls that allow these strong radiative cooling rates to emerge on113

low levels. Profiles of radiative fluxes depend nonlinearly on the vertical distribution of114

multiple atmospheric species, and involve radiative effects of these species across a range115

of spectral frequencies, so the detailed structure of radiative cooling is often calculated116

with complex radiative transfer models. For most problems, smooth thermodynamic pro-117

files are computed on global climate scales, while ‘grey’ solutions to radiative transfer118

offer simpler intuition for the magnitude and change of atmospheric radiative cooling.119
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The main ingredients are the height of emission to space, approximated by the level where120

optical depth is close to unity τ ≈ 1; and the cooling-to-space approximation (CTS)121

explains how the maximum cooling is distributed in height and spectral space (Jeevanjee122

& Fueglistaler, 2020a, 2020b, hereafter JF20b). However, regional variations in radia-123

tive cooling are not clearly constrained, and regimes of shallow convection exhibit pro-124

files of temperature and humidity with richer structures than in the global average, with125

a dry free-troposphere overlaying a moist boundary layer. Stevens et al. (2017) note the126

role of moisture in affecting radiative cooling in the lowest first kilometers: a constant127

relative humidity is qualitatively associated with roughly uniform radiative cooling, and128

the presence of strong vertical moisture gradients concentrates the cooling at the top of129

the moist layer in the form of sharper cooling peaks. This article aims at making this130

observation quantitative in different regimes of cloud organization.131

For this purpose, we develop new theoretical criteria for the shape and behavior132

of low-level radiative cooling in subsidence regimes of shallow organization, and validate133

the theory with EUREC4A observations. We address several interlocking questions:134

• What aspects of the atmospheric structure and composition control the altitude135

and magnitude of longwave radiative cooling peaks, in regimes of subsidence?136

• How does the complex vertical structure of humidity (e.g. elevated layers of moist137

air) complicate this picture?138

• What can this theory help to identify modes of shallow cloud organization sen-139

sitive to radiatively-driven aggregation?140

The key relationships of interest are those responsible for setting the shape, am-141

plitude and altitude of clear-sky radiative cooling peaks occurring at the top of the at-142

mospheric boundary layer. The analysis is restrained to clear-sky longwave cooling, in143

order to build a clear theoretical background onto which other components may be added.144

Longwave radiative cooling in clear air is sufficient to drive self-aggregation (C. J. Muller145

& Held, 2012); shortwave heating can compensate the cooling during daytime, result-146

ing in a net reduction in daily-mean cooling by about 30-40% (Supplementary Figure S1),147

but this compensation is not expected to prevent aggregation (Ruppert & Hohenegger,148

2018). Cloud radiative effects, not provided by EUREC4A soundings (Albright et al.,149

2021), would enhance aggregation by suppressing longwave cooling below cloud tops, which150

reinforces the contrast between dry and moist regions and the corresponding circulation (Bretherton151

et al., 2005; C. Muller & Bony, 2015).152

We start by giving an example of cloud scenes and radiative profiles from the EUREC4A153

field campaign in section 2. Theoretical approximations for the height, shape and mag-154

nitude of longwave low-level radiative cooling are then developed in section 3. The ef-155

fect of elevated moist intrusions on the lower cooling is examined in section 4 and im-156

plications of this theory for narrowing the search for radiative-aggregation in low-level157

cloud patterns will be discussed in section 5, before concluding (section 6).158

2 Observed shapes of longwave cooling in the tropical Atlantic159

The horizontal and vertical structure of atmospheric radiative cooling is closely tied160

to local profiles of temperature and water vapor, as well as the spectral properties of wa-161

ter vapor. In this paper we investigate these links using an unprecedented set of obser-162

vations: 2,504 soundings (profiles of temperature, pressure and humidity) obtained in163

the oceanic conditions upwind of Barbados in January and February 2020 (George et al.,164

2021) during the EUREC4A field campaign (Stevens et al., 2021). Radiative transfer cal-165

culations are performed on sounding data to compute vertical profiles of clear-sky ra-166

diative cooling (Albright et al., 2021), as well as on idealized profiles in sections 4 and167

5, with the RRTMGP-RTE correlated-K model (Pincus et al., 2019). These calculations168
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provide us with a dataset of “observed” and idealized radiative cooling profiles to assess169

the robustness of theoretical scalings in section 3 and 4.170

Figure 1. Observations of clear-sky longwave radiative cooling during the EUREC4A field

campaign, on Jan 26, 2020 (Fish pattern), showing that low-level peaks tend to occur in large

and dry areas. Top row: relative humidity (a) and clear-sky longwave cooling (b) profiles (thin

lines) and their means (thick lines), colored based on the height of the maximum cooling. (c)

Spatial distribution of sonde positions in the cloud pattern: the image drawn is a weighted aver-

age of all GOES images retrieved from the visible channel in daytime, using isotropic Gaussian

weights centered on each sonde with 10km spatial standard deviation. Lower row: clear-sky long-

wave radiative cooling composited as a function of column precipitable water PW from (d) Jan

26 soundings during EUREC4A, and (e) in a simulation of deep convection following (C. Muller

& Bony, 2015); dashed black contours are the circulation streamfunction and white contours

indicate cloud water content.

An example of the rich vertical structure of humidity is given in Figure 1a for one171

day of the campaign (January 26, 2020) along with the corresponding profiles of long-172

wave radiative cooling (computed by ignoring possible cloud effects (Albright et al., 2021))173

in Figure 1b. These show local maxima of several K/d larger than the vertical average,174

coincident with sharp gradients in water vapor and temperature. Cooling peaks occur175

at higher altitudes in the moister convecting areas than in the drier surrounding regions176

(Figure 1c), possibly consistent with a surface flow from dry to moist regions (C. J. Muller177

& Held, 2012), efficiently diagnose in moisture space (Schulz & Stevens, 2018). Impor-178

tantly, the magnitude of maximum longwave cooling observed is similar to the low-level179

cooling thought to promote radiative self-aggregation of deep convective clouds (Figure 1d,e).180
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In these limited-area simulations of deep convective aggregation, clear-sky longwave cool-181

ing is sufficient to drive convective aggregation; the subsiding environment is very dry182

and deep circulations are strong, implying a maximum in radiative cooling closer to the183

surface, while the observed cooling is maximum at higher levels. The present analysis184

aims at developing the analytical tools that explain the magnitude and height of radia-185

tive cooling in realistic subsiding environments, to bring context for future studies of deep186

and shallow convective aggregation.187

3 Theoretical criteria for the cooling height, shape and magnitude188

3.1 Main theoretical steps189

We build on recent theoretical work explaining the bulk features of radiative cool-190

ing with simplified spectral theories (Jeevanjee & Fueglistaler, 2020a, 2020b). In this the-191

ory, longwave radiative cooling is dominated by cooling to space (CTS). Cooling occurs192

quasi-uniformly in the vertical because water vapor optical depth decreases at a fixed193

rate with height: at any given height, cooling occurs at wavenumbers for which optical194

depth is close to 1 (Jeevanjee & Fueglistaler, 2020a) and the altitude of maximum ra-195

diative cooling is controlled by the range of wavenumbers that emits the most (Jeevanjee196

& Fueglistaler, 2020b). Here we revisit this theory for the regional case of subsidence regimes197

showing a much drier free troposphere: we start with the CTS approximation and sim-198

plify the spectroscopy in a similar way as Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b), before for-199

mulating additional spectral assumptions to include the vertical structure of humidity200

in the theory.201

3.1.1 Cooling-to-space approximation202

The vertical profile of longwave radiative cooling heating rate H can be written
as an integral over wavenumbers ν̃ of the spectrally-resolved longwave heating rate Hν̃

(in K.s−1.(cm−1)−1):

H (p) =

∫
∆ν̃

Hν̃(p)dν̃ (1)

where dν̃ is a unit spectral width and ∆ν̃ the spectral range of integration, defined fur-
ther below in section 3.3. This heating rate H is typically negative so we will more gen-
erally refer to it as radiative cooling. We assume that both the background longwave ra-
diative cooling and the local cooling maxima (negative peaks) can be modeled adequately
with the cooling-to-space approximation: assuming that the photons emitted in a given
layer mostly escape directly to space while exchanges between atmospheric layers are of
smaller magnitude in comparison (Jeevanjee & Fueglistaler, 2020b). Under this approx-
imation the integrand Hν̃ is proportional to the longwave flux divergence ∂pFν̃ and can
be approximated as

Hν̃(p) =
g

cp

dFν̃
dp

=
g

cp
πBν̃(T )

dT (τν̃)

dp
(2)

where Bν̃ is the Planck function, T (τν̃) = e−τν̃ the transmissivity at optical depth τν̃ ,
cp is the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure and g acceleration due to grav-
ity. The vertical derivative becomes

dT (τν̃)

dp
= −dτν̃

dp
e−τν̃ = −β

p
τν̃e
−τν̃ (3)

where β = d ln τν̃
d ln p is an optical depth lapse rate, and where optical depth is defined as

τν̃ =

∫ p

0

κν̃(T (p′), p′)qv
dp′

g
. (4)

where qv is the specific humidity, approximately equal to the water vapor mixing ratio.203
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3.1.2 Simplified spectroscopy and optical depth lapse rate204

We expand upon this framework in two ways. First, Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b)205

considered atmospheres with constant coefficient β, in other words, optical depth is a206

simple power function of pressure typical of the climatological mean. Shallow convec-207

tive regimes, in contrast, are often characterized by very dry free-tropospheric conditions208

above the inversion level and a relatively well-mixed lower troposphere (e.g. Figure 1a).209

Such vertical structures in relative humidity result in strong vertical gradients in water210

vapor mixing ratio, so that optical depth varies can substantially deviate from a smooth211

climatological profile. We therefore consider the more general case of vertically varying212

β.213

A second simplifying change is the separation of variables between the wavenum-214

ber and humidity structures. Extinction coefficients κν̃ have some monotonic dependence215

on temperature and pressure, in particular at small wavenumbers (in the rotational branch216

of water vapor) and large mixing ratios, but this is less pronounced in the lower tropo-217

sphere below 3-4 km (Wei et al., 2019). We therefore assume κν̃ as constant in height218

in the lower troposphere and write τν̃ as a function of water vapor path W (p) above level219

p, τν̃(p) ≈ κν̃
∫ p

0
qv
dp
g ≡ κν̃W (p). Furthermore, the relationship between extinction220

κν̃ and wavenumber ν̃ can be approximated as a piecewise exponential function, in the221

rotational and the vibration-rotation band of absorption of water vapor, similarly to Jeevanjee222

and Fueglistaler (2020b), which makes the problem analytically tractable. Expressions223

are detailed in ?? and illustrated in Figure 2a for the rotational band (wavenumber range224

200-1000 cm−1). In practice, these expressions will allow to estimate quantitatively the225

radiative cooling approximations derived later, and to retrieve the two corresponding wavenum-226

bers ν̃? which emit the most for a given water path W in the rotational and vibration-227

rotation bands, according to the relationship τν̃ = κ(ν̃)W = 1.228

Under these assumptions, β corresponds to the lapse rate in the logarithm of wa-
ter vapor path and is uniform across wavenumbers:

β ≈ d lnW

d ln p
. (5)

3.1.3 Main scaling229

Combining Equations 1, 2 and 3 and denoting the weighting function τν̃e
−τν̃ as φν̃ ,

the vertical profile of longwave cooling becomes

H (p) ≈ − g

cp

β(p)

p

∫
∆ν̃

πBν̃(T (p))φν̃(p)dν̃ (6)

and we denote the spectral integral by I∆ν̃ for later reference, where ∆ν̃ is the spectral230

range of integration determined in practice by the weighting function φν̃ . This expres-231

sion can be estimated analytically and contains one main additional element compared232

to the one derived by Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b): the dependence of β on pres-233

sure, entirely controlled by the shape of the water vapor profile. This term will control234

the variations in radiative cooling amplitude across soundings. Conversely, Bν̃ only de-235

pends on the temperature profile, and will likely be the main degree of freedom for the236

increase in radiative cooling as climate warms. Lastly, φν̃ embeds all the information about237

water vapor spectroscopy through extinction coefficient κ(ν̃) and sets a constant spec-238

tral range of emission at the height of the peak (illustrated in Figure 2b).239

We will now use Eq. (6) to provide a criterion for the height of radiative cooling240

peaks and an approximate scaling for its magnitude. A reference wavenumber ν̃? = 554cm−1
241

will be used in the derivation, corresponding to the maximum emission at 800 hPa for242

an atmosphere with 10% relative humidity (see Appendix A). Superscript ? is used for243

the emission maximum, both in the vertical dimension and spectral space (p? denotes244

the pressure level of maximum spectrally-integrated emission).245
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Figure 2. Spectral simplifications and emission range: (a) Water vapor extinction coefficients

at reference conditions Tref = 290K and pref = 800hPa according to the CKDMIP absorp-

tion spectra dataset (Hogan & Matricardi, 2020) (blue), the exponential fit computed follow-

ing (Jeevanjee & Fueglistaler, 2020b) (black line, Appendix A). The most-emitting wavenumber

ν̃? = 553 cm−1 is computed as τ? ≡ κ(ν̃?)W = 1 for a typical water path W = 3mm (black dot).

(b) Planck function Bν̃ (red) and weighting functions φν̃ = κ(ν̃)We−κ(ν̃)W , using the simpli-

fied analytical fit computed for κ(ν̃): showing the smaller spectral widths of weighting functions

∆ν̃ = 160 cm−1 (grey shading on panel a), found independent of W in this theory.

3.2 Physical controls on radiative cooling peak height246

Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b) emphasize that the largest emission to space at247

fixed wavenumber ν̃ is controlled by the weighting function φν̃ = τν̃e
−τν̃ which maxi-248

mizes at τν̃ = 1: this result is true in τ coordinates and can be directly mapped onto249

height coordinates in the case of smooth zonally-averaged thermodynamic profiles. In250

regimes of shallow convection, optical depth relates to temperature and humidity in a251

non-trivial way: local radiative cooling maxima may also be obtained where T is locally252

maximum (inducing larger emission) and where vertical gradients in water vapor path253

W are large (inducing larger gradients in transmission). We consider three hypotheses254

for what controls the height of radiative cooling peaks, associated with each term in eq.255

(6):256
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H1) the weighting function φν̃ = τν̃e
−τν̃ peaking at τν̃ = 1,257

H2) the Planck function Bν̃(T (p)), showing a local maximum at the inversion level where258

T has larger values,259

H3) the optical depth lapse rate β, or W -lapse rate, corresponding to the vertical hu-260

midity structure.261

These three hypotheses can be first compared graphically. Figure 3 shows a decompo-262

sition of terms appearing in equation (6) for EUREC4A profiles retrieved on Jan 26, 2020.263

Thermodynamic profiles involved in the humidity structure are shown on the first row264

(panels a-c): the temperature inversion is visible in the saturation humidity profile qsatv (T ),265

and large vertical gradients in relative humidity ϕ and water vapor path W (p) =
∫ p

0
ϕqsatv

dp
g266

occur below 800 hPa for the driest columns W <30 mm. This results in a sharp peak267

of the “humidity” parameter β, with a similar shape as the full estimate from equation (6)268

and as the measured cooling profile (panels h-i), which gives credit to hypothesis H3. At269

reference wavenumber ν̃? = 554 cm−1, the Planck term Bν̃ shows a small departure at270

the temperature inversion (panel d), and the weighting function φν̃ shows a maximum271

more spread in the vertical than the target (panel e), while their joint spectral integral272

is smoothed in the vertical (panel f). This gives credit to the role of humidity param-273

eter β (H3) over the Planck term or the weighting function (H1 and H2) in setting the274

height of the radiative cooling peak. This is finally confirmed by Figure 4b, showing all275

EUREC4A soundings with a radiative cooling peak larger than 5 K/day below 300hPa.276

A clear correlation is found between the height of the hydrolapse (maximum in β) and277

the observed radiative peak heights. We note that a few points on Figure 4b show β peaks278

in the upper troposphere, while the measured cooling peak maximum occurs at lower279

levels. These occur in places with small-scale variability in the moisture field at upper280

levels, yielding large β values, but radiative cooling remains smaller due to the weaker281

Planck term in the upper atmosphere. These cases often correspond to upper moisture282

intrusions, to which we return to further below.283

Analytical calculations are then made for a quantitative comparison of the role of284

the temperature inversion (through qsatv ) and the gradient in humidity (through ϕ) in285

setting the peak of β (developed in Appendix B). We use analytical approximations for286

the peak amplitude, derived later in section 3.4: the drop in relative humidity at the top287

of the boundary layer (called hydrolapse) induces a cooling peak 1 or 2 orders of mag-288

nitude larger than the peak induced by the temperature inversion.289

In conclusion, the height and shape of radiative cooling peaks are entirely deter-290

mined by the vertical structure of relative humidity through parameter β. Besides, un-291

like Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler (2020b), the weighting function φν̃ does not determine292

the height of maximum emission, but selects the most-emitting wavenumber ν̃? obey-293

ing τν̃? = κ(ν̃?)W (p?) = 1 at the height of radiative cooling peak (Figure 2, and Fig.294

2 in (Jeevanjee & Fueglistaler, 2020b)).295
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Figure 3. Decomposition of terms involved in the derivation of equation (6), illustrated with

EUREC4A soundings from January 26, 2020. Colors show column precipitable water and the

black lines show the analytical theory derived in section 3.3, using p? = 815hPa, ϕs = 80%,

ϕt = 5%, and α = 2.3. The top row shows the humidity structure: Relative humidity ϕ approx-

imated as a stepfunction (a), saturation specific humidity qsatv approximated as a power function

of pressure (qsatv ∝ pα) (b) and resulting water vapor path W (c), showing an inversion and a

flattening of the humidity profile around 800 hPa for the driest columns. The middle row shows

spectral terms: Planck emission πBν̃ (d) and weighting functions φ (e) at reference wavenumber

ν̃ = 554 cm−1 (corresponding to the maximum emission at 800 hPa for a water path of W = 3

mm at this level); these peaks are smoothed out after spectral integration
∫
πBν̃φν̃dν̃ (f). The

bottom row shows the humidity parameter β/p (g) and the complete approximation to the long-

wave cooling profile (h) which closely match the reference longwave radiative cooling profile from

RTE-RRTMGP (i).
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3.3 Theory for the shape of radiative cooling profiles296

Having identified the vertical structure of water vapor path (and more specifically297

relative humidity) as the main control for peak longwave cooling in the atmospheric bound-298

ary layer, the shape of radiative cooling can be derived analytically, from idealized ther-299

modynamic profiles.300

We first provide a simplification to the spectral integral I∆ν̃ , in (6). First note that
for all water paths W , the weighting functions φν̃ = κ(ν̃)We−κ(ν̃)W have the same spec-
tral width ∆ν̃, much narrower than the Planck function (Figure 2b). Using the analyt-
ical approximation for κ(ν̃) in Appendix A and integrating φν̃ in spectral space gives

∫
φν̃dν̃ =

lrot = 59 cm−1. We express it as a function of spectral width ∆ν̃, which we define as
∆ν̃ =

∫
φν̃dν̃/maxν̃(φ) = lrot × e = 160 cm−1. Then, this allows to express the spec-

tral integral I∆ν̃ as the product of ∆ν̃ and a typical Planck term B̃:

I∆ν̃ ≈ πB̃
∆ν̃

e
(7)

where the Planck term πB̃ = π
(
Bν̃?rot +Bν̃?vr

)
is a sum of Planck terms at reference301

temperature T = 290K and at reference wavenumbers ν̃?rot and ν̃?v−r, for which long-302

wave emission is maximal in the rotational and vibration-rotation bands of water vapor.303

Reference ν̃? are detailed in Appendix A. This gives πB̃ = 0.56 J.s−1.m−2.(cm−1)−1.304

The Planck value only fluctuates by ±4% in the soundings analyzed (see πB̃(ν̃?1 , T ) on305

Fig. 3d).306

Second, we estimate β analytically from an idealized relative humidity profile (Fig-
ure 3a): a step function with value ϕs below peak level p? and ϕt in the dry free tropo-
sphere above:

ϕ(p) = ϕt(1− 1?(p)) + ϕs1
?(p) (8)

where 1?(p) ≡ 1(p−p?) is a Heaviside function equal to 1 below the peak level and 0
above. We write the saturated specific humidity profile as a power-law in pressure (qsatv ∝
pα) (Figure 3b), where exponent α can be estimated analytically following (Romps, 2014),
by approximating p and p?v as exponential functions of z:{

p?v(T ) ∼ e−
LvΓ(z−z0)

RvT2

p ∼ e−
g(z−z0)
RaT

⇒ qsatv =
p?v
p
∼ pα ⇒ α =

LvΓ

gT

Ra
Rv
− 1. (9)

For a reference temperature of 290K, this gives α = 1.6 in the free troposphere and α =
2.3 in the boundary layer. Figure 3b shows the analytical profile for α = 2.3. Then,
integrating specific humidity qv = ϕ qsatv between 0 and p gives the corresponding ide-
alized water vapor path W :

W (p) =


W ?

(
p
p?

)1+α

, for 0 < p < p?

W ? ϕs
ϕt

((
p
p?

)1+α

− ∆ϕ
ϕs

)
, for p? ≤ p < ps

(10)

where ∆ϕ = ϕs − ϕt and the water path at the jump is W ? = 1
α+1

psq
?
v,sϕt
g

(
p?

ps

)1+α

.

The profile of the humidity parameter β(p) ≡ d lnW
d ln p then shows a peak of the follow-

ing shape:

β(p) = (1 + α)

/(
1− ∆ϕ

ϕs

(
p?

p

)α+1
)1?(p)

(11)

Combining (7) and (11) into (6) yields the following expression for the radiative307

cooling profile:308
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H (p) ≈ − g

cp

1 + α

p
πB̃

∆ν̃

e︸ ︷︷ ︸
Constant cooling

in the free-troposphere

/(
1− ∆ϕ

ϕs

(
p?

p

)α+1
)1?(p)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cooling peak

(12)

Analytical profiles (8), (10), (11) and (12) are illustrated with the dashed lines on309

Figure 3 and 4 and show a high level of agreement with the driest soundings sampled310

on Jan 26. We next compare the peak height, peak magnitude and mean longwave cool-311

ing across all days of the campaign.312

3.4 Scalings approximations for the amplitude of low-level cooling313

To gain more intuition on the behavior of low-level cooling peaks in various large-
scale environments and degrees of warming, expressions for the peak magnitude and boundary-
layer-mean cooling may now be calculated. Evaluating equation (12) at peak level p? yields
the following expression for radiative cooling peak magnitude H ? ≡H (p?):

H ? = − g

cp

1 + α

p?
ϕs
ϕt
πB̃

∆ν̃

e
(13)

and the notable result that maximum radiative cooling at the top of the boundary layer314

is proportional to the ratio between boundary-layer and free-tropospheric relative hu-315

midities. The 1/ϕt factor synthesizes the fact that a drier free-troposphere is more trans-316

parent to radiation and has larger transmittivity, and Fig. 4c shows a strong correlation317

and similar orders of magnitude as the EUREC4A data (r = .56).318

Also of interest for the strength of aggregation is the total amount of cooling oc-
curring in the boundary layer. An approximation 〈H 〉 can be obtained by integrating
equation (12) in height (detailed in Appendix C). Interestingly, the resulting expression
also involves the ratio in relative humidity between the boundary layer and the free tro-
posphere:

〈H 〉 = − 1

∆p

g

cp
πB̃

∆ν̃

e
ln

(
1 +

ϕs
ϕt

((
ps
p?

)1+α

− 1

))
(14)

where ∆p = ps − p? is the layer depth and ps can be chosen as any level between the319

surface and the peak cooling height. Fig. 4d shows a strong correlation and similar or-320

ders of magnitude as the EUREC4A data (r = 0.83).321

The scalings for peak magnitude (eq. 13) and mean boundary layer cooling (eq. 14)322

embed the simplest formulations for thermodynamic profiles (step function in ϕ and power323

function in qsatv ). Both show a proportionality to the Planck term and an increase when324

the free troposphere becomes drier, which remain valid in the range of humidity typi-325

cally measured. Between the typical values of relative humidity observed during the EUREC4A326

campaign (5%) to those of moist atmospheres (80%), the ratio ϕs/ϕt can vary by 1 or327

2 orders of magnitude. A saturated atmosphere following a moist adiabatic temperature328

profile has a free tropospheric water path of 30mm above 800 hPa, so that the correspond-329

ing range in observed water path is 1.5 mm-24 mm: water vapor mostly emits between330

500 cm−1 and 650 cm−1, and the Planck term varies little (Fig. 2b). In this range, the331

peak cooling H ? can vary by a factor 20, and the mean boundary layer cooling by a few332

K/day (Fig. 4b,c). The spurious divergent behavior of the 1/ϕt factor when ϕt → 0333

indicates that these expressions are not valid below the observed minimum free-tropospheric334

humidity of 4-5% (W ≈ 1.5mm). Errors arise from the assumptions of heaviside func-335

tion in relative humidity and of a Dirac function in spectral space for peak maximum336

emission, and more generally of constant spectral width of emission. At the other ex-337

treme, in the case of moist atmospheres (ϕt = 80%, W ≈ 20mm), the cooling peak338

vanishes to the climatological value of 2K/day, and the theory reduces to that of JF2020b339

in the absence of a hydrolapse.340
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Figure 4. Correspondence between the EUREC4A soundings and the analytical theory. (a)

Longwave cooling profiles from Jan 26 (driest profiles in red) and example of analytical estimate

using eq. (12) with ϕt =5%, ϕs =80%, α = 2.3 and our analytical fit for κ(ν). (b-d) correlations

between all EUREC4A soundings and the theory, for peak cooling height (b, maximum of β),

peak cooling magnitude (c, eq. (13)) and integral cooling in the boundary layer (d, eq. (14)).

Colors represent the density of points as fitted by a Gaussian kernel. A few points fall far from

the 1:1 line on (b), when secondary peaks at the height of moist intrusions are detected instead of

the main peaks (see text).

Our approximations for peak magnitude and total cooling show small biases. The
cooling peak is slightly overestimated while the integral cooling is slightly underestimated.
They arise from an unrealistically abrupt jump in relative humidity at the hydrolapse,
resulting in a longwave cooling more concentrated at the peak height than in the under-
lying layers when compared with the data (Fig. 4a), and might be corrected by inves-
tigating the role of a smooth humidity transition above the boundary layer. Additional
corrections may be achieved by including the effect of the temperature inversion: instead
of assuming the same saturated specific humidity above and below the inversion, one can
include a jump in qsatv consistent with the temperature jump ∆T (see Figure 3b). The
factor ϕs/ϕt in eq (13) will be replaced by

ϕsq
?
v,s(T + ∆T )

ϕtq?v,s(T )
=
ϕs
ϕt

exp(rcc∆T )
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where rcc ≈ 6%/K is the Clausius-Clapeyron rate of increase in qsatv . For the ∆T ≈341

3K inversion observed this leads to a fractional reduction of the peak amplitude of 15-342

20%.343

Generally, the expressions successfully highlight the factors controlling relationships344

between clear-sky radiative cooling and the humidity structure in the lower troposphere.345

They provide a framework for interpreting previous empirical results, including the ob-346

servation that a moist layer overlain by a dry atmosphere radiates sharply at the inter-347

face between the two (Stevens et al., 2017). While classical theories connect radiation348

to metrics of optical depth or water vapor path, these equations go further and explore349

the link with relative humidity. This has the benefits of simplifying the physical inter-350

pretation in regimes of large-scale subsidence and of connecting radiation explicitly to351

convective processes. Indeed, the transition between a roughly uniform boundary layer352

and a dry free-troposphere is more apparent in ϕ-space, and the structure of relative hu-353

midity is tightly linked to mixing by convective processes in different layers of the at-354

mosphere (Romps, 2014).355

The equations above rely on three key assumptions: the CTS approximation, the356

separation of variables between the temperature, humidity, and spectral structures, and357

simplifications of spectral properties of water vapor. These assumptions are discussed358

in more detail in section 4, exploring cases where low-level cooling is perturbed by non-359

uniform free-tropospheric humidity profiles.360

4 Damping of low-level cooling by elevated moist intrusions361

On several days of the EUREC4A field campaign, elevated layers of moist air were362

observed in the mid- and upper troposphere, with a damping effect on the boundary layer363

cooling underneath. Such intrusions may originate from congestus-level detrainment from364

remote deep convection, as cloudy air masses are advected into the region of analysis by365

southeasterly winds. Soundings that detect such intrusions are displayed on Fig.5, show-366

ing a reduction in low-level cooling peaks. Some days show a small low-level cooling peak367

around -4 K/day, associated with the small amount of water in moist intrusions (days368

01/28 and 02/09), while others show a complete cancellation of low-level cooling peaks369

down to the climatological mean cooling at -2 K/day (days 02/11 and 02/13). The weaker370

upper intrusion on 02/13, shown in yellow, is superimposed with a lower intrusion, which371

explains the strong low-level damping in this case. Can the scalings derived earlier re-372

produce this shading effect? Which assumptions must be relaxed to explain the role of373

moist intrusions?374

4.1 Sensitivity of low-level cooling to intrusion water content and shape375

We now see that, to first order, the peak reduction follows changes in free-tropospheric376

humidity ϕt, or water vapor path W , which becomes more opaque as water is added above377

the cooling peak. This can be connected to the theory derived above, ignoring for now378

the small shift in emission range towards higher wavenumbers (i.e., maintaining τ = κ(ν̃?)W (p?) =379

1) and the corresponding adjustment in the Planck term. When W increases, the hy-380

drolapse β tends to decrease: for a fixed water vapor lapse rate dW/dp, β is inversely381

proportional to W . This leads to a reduction in maximum cooling in eq. (6). A larger382

W is directly connected to the larger free tropospheric humidity ϕt in eqs. (13-14), in-383

versely proportional to low-level cooling. Figure 6 shows an example of strong intrusion384

occurring at mid-levels on Feb 13, 2020, and explores how the intrusion’s shape, height385

and water path can modulate the reduction in low-level cooling. On panels a-b, the in-386

trusion’s shape is varied while conserving its water content: when the moist intrusion387

is a rectangle (in RH-space, black profile) or homogenized in the vertical (dashed black388

profile), the low-level peak is reduced by a similar amount as with the original triangle389

shape (blue profile), from 12K/day to 5K/day. Quantitatively, the scaling for peak mag-390
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Figure 5. Elevated moist intrusions and reduction in boundary-layer longwave cooling: rela-

tive humidity grouped by day of occurrence and height of maximum longwave cooling zp (left);

anomalous relative humidity due each moist intrusion isolated from piecewise-linear fits to the

median relative humidity profiles (center); corresponding clear-sky longwave cooling, showing

a reduced cooling in the boundary layer and spurious peaks in the mid-troposphere above the

intrusion (right). Solid lines are used for median profiles and shadings for interquartile ranges.
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Figure 6. Reduction in low-level peak longwave cooling from elevated moist intrusions. (a)

relative humidity profiles for the 2020-02-13 reference case using the lower intrusion observed

fitted as a piecewise linear triangle (blue), removing the intrusion (grey) or turning it into a rect-

angle intrusion (solid black) or a uniform RH profile (dashed black) constructed to conserve the

free-tropospheric water vapor path. (b) Zoom on the corresponding clear-sky longwave radiative

cooling peak around the lower hydrolapse at 1.8 km for these four idealized cases, calculated

with the RRTMGP model. (c) Reduced low-level cooling peaks normalized by the ‘dry’ reference

(black peak divided by grey peak in panel b) as a function of the intrusion water path and center

of mass (colors), calculated with the RRTMGP model. Idealized intrusions are rectangular in

ϕ-space, and the observed moist intrusions during the EUREC4A campaign are shown in this

parameter space (color dots).

nitude (equation 13) overestimates the peak cooling for this strong intrusion (the ratio391

of free tropospheric relative humidities without and with intrusion is ϕt2/ϕt1 ≈ .06/.28 ≈392
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23% compared to the actual peak reduction −5/ − 12 ≈ 40%) consistently with the393

fact that scaling (13) overestimates the peak magnitude in the reference case (Figure 4b).394

But qualitatively, the reduction in cooling following a bulk increase in free-tropospheric395

humidity is consistent with the theory.396

4.2 Sensitivity of the reduced cooling to intrusion height controlled by397

the vertical structure of κν̃398

Figure 6c shows the normalized reduced peak r = H ?
int/H

?
ref resulting from ide-399

alized rectangle moist intrusions at different heights and different water vapor paths. This400

damping in low-level cooling rates gets gradually weaker as the intrusion is higher, so401

that intrusion height becomes an additional degree of freedom to consider. In Figure 6b,402

the damping induced by the three idealized water profiles is of similar magnitude because403

their center of mass lies around the same altitude (≈3km). This sensitivity to height is404

small for small intrusions (1-2mm), with a behavior close to the theory, and is much larger405

for large intrusions (5-6mm). Observed intrusions during the EUREC4A field campaign406

are shown on this parameter space: most of them occur at low water paths (around 2mm)407

except the one investigated in panels a-b, closer to 6mm (labeled as “20200213,lower”).408

In all cases, the lower the intrusion, the larger the reduction in radiative cooling under-409

neath.410

We now discuss this W/height-dependence with a few conceptual considerations411

and additional radiative calculations in the form of mechanism-denial experiments. Con-412

ceptually, the cooling-to-space approximation must be relaxed in the derivation above413

and the atmosphere may be considered as grey to get a first intuition on the height de-414

pendence. With moist intrusions, the emitted energy does not escape to space at a fixed415

fraction that depends on the bulk atmospheric transmissivity, but this fraction instead416

depends on the energy exchange between atmospheric layers. The exchange of energy417

between the boundary layer and the moist intrusion now depends on the difference of418

blackbody emission between both layers: the sensitivity of this energy exchange to in-419

trusion height is expected to arise from the decrease in the intrusion temperature at higher420

altitudes, and possible changes in the layer’s emissivity.421

Fig. 7 provides a quantitative estimate of the normalized peaks r = Hint/Href422

obtained with the full RRTMGP-RTE calculation, similarly as Figure 6c but when pre-423

scribing homogeneous Bν̃ or κν̃ in the vertical dimension. When both are homogenized424

simultaneously (Figure 7c), the low-level cooling reduction shows no dependence on in-425

trusion height, confirming that the dependence on height is embedded in water vapor426

extinction coefficient or the Planck source terms. However, when the radiative calcula-427

tion is reproduced by homogenizing the Planck term Bν̃(T ) but not the water vapor op-428

tical properties (Fig. 7a), little difference is found with the complete calculation (Fig. 6c):429

the Planck/temperature component is only of secondary importance. Instead, keeping430

water vapor extinction fixed in the vertical to its value at 800 hPa leads to substantial431

decrease in the reduction factor r (Fig. 6b). This result is strongly counter-intuitive, since432

temperature is the main height-dependent variable usually considered in “grey” radia-433

tion models of stratified atmospheres (Pierrehumbert, 2012). Neglecting the sensitivity434

of extinction with altitude permitted the separation of variables between κ(ν̃) and W435

in section 3.3, which was a reasonable assumption for a general theory of subsidence regimes.436

In this section, the dependence of low-level cooling on moist intrusion height cannot be437

understood as a direct temperature effect, but rather through the temperature and pres-438

sure control on the vertical profile of water vapor extinction κν̃ , and the dependence of439

κ with height must be accounted for when quantifying the role of moist intrusions on440

low-level cooling.441
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Figure 7. Mechanism denial experiments on the reduction of low-level cooling by rectangle

moist intrusions of 80% relative humidity at different height and water paths, similarly to Fig-

ure 6c. The RRTMGP code is applied on the same moisture structure but now homogenizing

vertically the Planck source term Bν̃(T ) = Bν̃(T ?) (a), the optical properties of water vapor

κν̃ = κν̃(T ?, p?) (b), and both simultaneously (c). Overall, (a) shows a similar reduction in low-

level cooling as the reference in Figure 6c and (c) shows no height dependence, similarly to the

theory in section 3.4, suggesting that the sensitivity to height comes from the vertical dependence

of κν̃ .

4.3 Three mechanisms for the role of κν̃(z) profiles442

We then formulate three hypotheses to explain why non-uniform water vapor ex-
tinction κ can modulate the damping of low-level cooling in the presence of elevated moist
intrusions. Section 4.2 supports that the intuitive approach of “grey”-radiation is inef-
fective, so that the answer must lie in changes in emission or absorption associated with
the spectral properties of water vapor. Water vapor extinction κ decreases in height at
each wavelength as a result of smaller absorber concentrations, temperatures and pres-
sures (Wei et al., 2019). The low-level cooling can be expressed mathematically as a func-
tion of the anomalous extinction ∆κi = κν̃(pi)−κ?ν̃ occurring at intrusion level pi. Start-
ing from the first equality in equation 2, we note that radiative cooling is proportional
to the extinction coefficient κ:

Hν̃ ∝
dτν̃
dp

dFν̃
dτν̃
∝ κν̃qv

dFν̃
dτν̃

. (15)

Approximating the total cooling H by its value at the most-emitting wavenumber Hν̃?

times a fixed spectral width ∆ν̃,

H ∝ κ?
∫

∆ν̃

dFν̃
dτν̃

dν̃ (16)

the radiative flux divergence per unit optical depth can be decomposed in spectral space
into a fraction f that directly cools to space (CTS), and a fraction 1−f that feels the
energy exchange term between low levels and the moist intrusion (EX):

dFν̃
dτν̃

∣∣∣∣
int

= f
dFν̃
dτν̃

∣∣∣∣
CTS

+ (1− f)
dFν̃
dτν̃

∣∣∣∣
EX

. (17)

where subscript int denotes the presence of an intrusion and 1−f is the fraction of the
emission range ∆ν̃ that overlaps with the spectral range of absorption within the moist
intrusion. The EX term embeds the difference in Planck emission (the temperature dif-
ference) between the boundary layer and the moist intrusion: its sensitivity to intrusion
height is negligible in comparison with the CTS term (consistently with section 4.2), and
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for the sake of the present discussion, we can only retain the first term. Using the ex-
pression for the CTS term from section 3, we get the approximate form for low-level ra-
diative cooling with moist intrusion:

Hint ∝ κ(ν̃?int)fB̃e
−τ?int (18)

where ν̃?int is the main emitting wavenumber at p = p? when a moist intrusion is present
and τ?int is the free-tropospheric optical depth at p = p? when a moist intrusion is present.
Dividing by the longwave cooling in a reference atmosphere without intrusion Href ∝
κ(ν̃?ref )Be−τ

?
ref gives the following approximation for the reduction factor r:

r ≈ κ(ν̃?int)

κ(ν̃?ref )︸ ︷︷ ︸
M1

emission

× f︸︷︷︸
M2

spectral
overlap

× e−(τ?int−τ
?
ref )︸ ︷︷ ︸

M3
transmission

(19)

These three terms correspond to three mechanisms M1-M3 that connect the de-443

pendence of low-level cooling on intrusion height to the vertical decrease in extinction444

κ:445

• M1) a shift in the most-emitting wavenumber ν̃? which enhances emission at p =
p?. The smaller extinction at the height of the intrusion, reduced by an anomaly
∆κi = κi−κ?, leads to a smaller optical depth τ(ν̃, p?) at each wavenumber ν̃,
by a negative anomaly ∆κi∆W i. To maintain the constraint τν̃?,p? = 1, the main
emission at low levels shifts to smaller wavenumbers to enhance the extinction κ(ν?, p?)
and the low-level emission by an amount:

M1 ∝
(
1−∆κi∆W i

)
> 1

• M2) a reduction in the spectral overlap 1−f . The range of upwelling longwave446

radiation that is reabsorbed by the moist intrusion is smaller when κ decreases447

in height. This spectral shift is illustrated on Figure 8: with moist intrusions in448

solid blue and dotted blue containing the same water amount (panel a), the high-449

est intrusion show a spectral range of absorption slightly shifted to the left (blue450

shadings centered on the blue dots, panel b). This calculation uses vertically-uniform451

κ(ν̃), and when including a gradual decrease in κ with height, the absorption range452

shifts further to the left (red shading), reducing the overlap with the range of emis-453

sion at low levels (grey shading).454

• M3) an increase in the intrusion transmissivity at each wavelength. The reduced
extinction at the intrusion height leads to a decrease in intrusion optical thickness
by the same anomaly ∆κi∆W i, so that upwelling radiation at fixed ν̃ = ν̃? is
less reabsorbed by the intrusion. This increased transmissivity within the intru-
sion appears as

M3 ∝ e−∆κi∆W i

> 1

In summary, moist intrusions can strongly reduce low-level cooling peaks by pro-455

viding additional opacity above the boundary layer. Intrusion height is an important de-456

gree of freedom to consider: boundary-layer cooling peaks can be nearly cancelled by in-457

trusions that are moist enough and close enough to the inversion. This altitude depen-458

dence likely results from the decrease in extinction coefficient with height due to pres-459

sure scaling, and from spectral effects illustrated on Fig. 8b. Three hypotheses M1-M3460

are formulated for the exact mechanism through which this reduction occur, but which461

mechanism, if any, dominates is unknown. The general behavior is a reduced reabsorp-462

tion of the upwelling radiation emitted at low levels in the spectral range of absorption463

at the intrusion level, for more elevated intrusions: this reduced “spectral shading” high-464

lights the importance of diagnosing the occurrence and persistence of these layers of wa-465

ter vapor (Stevens et al., 2017; Prange et al., 2021), and investigating the detailed re-466

lationship with water vapor spectroscopy. Elevated moist layers, often ignored from most467
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Figure 8. Reduced spectral overlap due to the vertical dependence of extinction κν̃ . (left)

relative humidity profiles for the 2020-02-13 reference case (grey) and two idealized rectangu-

lar intrusions for W = 2.4 mm centered at 3km and 6km; (right) the corresponding curves

show the wavenumber of main emission/absorption at each height, calculated according to

τ(z) ≈ κ?ν̃W
? + ∆κν̃∆W i = 1 (equation (??)), using vertically uniform κν̃ (grey and blue

curves) or a linear decrease in extinction ∂zκν̃ = −0.1 m2/kg/km (red curve). Dots indicate the

center of mass and main absorbing wavenumber in each case, and rectangles indicate the intru-

sion depth and range of absorption, assumed constant at ∆ν̃ = 160 cm−1; the black dot and grey

shading are the main wavenumber and range of emission at the low-level peak.

idealized studies of aggregation, could play an important role in modulating convective468

organization in the real atmosphere (Sokol & Hartmann, 2022).469

5 Implications and discussion470

5.1 Possible constraints on shallow organization471

We now possess a refined understanding on the relationship between low-level cool-472

ing and relative humidity, as well as the conditions in which this relationship may break:473

the presence of elevated moist layers. We can now focus on the background profiles ob-474

served during the EUREC4A campaign, by omitting the four days when such elevated475

layers occur, and ask whether radiative cooling interacts with climate-relevant cloud pat-476

terns. Notably, in which cloud patterns may a self-aggregation feedback occur and be477

most effective?478

We retain 11 days of the campaign gathering more than 100 soundings per day, and479

label them (Figure S2) according to a classification made on a wider spatial domain (Stevens480

et al., 2020; Schulz, 2022). Of special interest are Fish patterns, elongated cloud struc-481

tures surrounded by wide dry areas, and Flowers, regularly-spaced circular cloud struc-482

tures of 50-70km diameter. These are the most organized features observed with distinct483

convecting and subsiding regions, and the most interesting for climate feedbacks because484

of their large cloud fractions and albedo (Bony et al., 2020).485

Figure 9 summarizes the connection between cloud fraction and the main predic-486

tor in our theory (equations (13) and (14)): clear-sky free-tropospheric relative humid-487

ity. The general anticorrelation suggests that patterns occurring in drier environments488
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Figure 9. Relationship between shallow organization and free-tropospheric relative humidity.

(a-d) example of 4 reference patterns in the classification Fish-Flower-Gravel-Sugar observed

during the EUREC4A campaign. (e) Daily-mean cloud fraction vs. free-tropospheric relative

humidity averaged across soundings falling through clear-sky each day. Colors indicate pattern

type, circled black for days with more than 20 ’dry’ soundings (precipitable water below 30 mm).

Marker size indicate total boundary-layer cooling, from 950hPa up to the peak height. Soundings

are counted as clear-sky if all levels measured are below 95% relative humidity.

are also those with the largest cloud fraction and thus the strongest effect on the global489

climate state. One pattern appears of greater interest, the Fish pattern: on three days490

(Jan 22, 24 and 26) cloud fractions are around or above 20%, free-tropospheric relative491

humidity below 10% and boundary layer cooling above 7K/day (with maxima of indi-492

vidual profiles larger than 10K/day). The other strong Fish case of Feb 13 also has a cloud493

fraction of 30% but relative humidity above 20% due to the mid-level moist intrusion494

and does not appear on this graph. Among the two organized patterns Fish and Flower,495

Fish shows the strongest low-level cooling, associated with drier conditions around the496

inversion at 4 km altitude (Figure S3). Moister conditions for Flowers may result from497

cloud detrainment at cloud top and the shorter distance between clouds. Other patterns498

are generally weakly organized with more spatially homogeneous radiative cooling, so499

shallow convective self-aggregation is less likely. Figure S4 also shows cooling height, peak500

cooling magnitude and mean boundary layer cooling as a function of column precipitable501

water, for all soundings and patterns. Fish patterns reach strongest clear-sky longwave502

cooling down to 1-2km altitude in their wide driest regions (PW < 26mm), which makes503

them best candidates for strengthened shallow circulations due to low-level clear-sky cool-504

ing.505

Thus, Fish patterns, organized on the largest scales, are consistent with large ra-506

diative cooling rates in the boundary layer, so that a self-aggregation radiative feedback507

can be expected. Further numerical analysis is desirable to determine the importance508
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of this relationship between radiation and cloud organization in subsidence regimes, no-509

tably for cloud cover. Here, the inverse relationship between radiative cooling and free-510

tropospheric relative humidity, found in theoretical section 3.4, also allows us to provide511

a necessary criterion for the search of self-aggregation mechanisms in observed shallow512

convective regimes. Equation (13) indicates that atmospheres drier than 10-11% rela-513

tive humidity have radiative cooling values stronger than -8K/day, Fig. 8 suggests that514

this value can be a useful threshold to narrow the search for patterns subject to self-aggregation515

in the current atmosphere.516

5.2 Low-level cooling in a warmer world517

The low-level cloud feedback remains a major source of uncertainty for global warm-518

ing, and the previous section highlights a regime of convection where radiative aggre-519

gation is possible. This regime, labeled as Fish, contributes to cooling down the Earth520

from the two correlated factors shown on Figure 9: the large cloud fractions more effec-521

tive at reflecting sunlight, and the decreased free-tropospheric humidity allowing larger522

outgoing longwave radiation, in the dry subtropics known as “dry radiator fins” (Pierrehumbert,523

1994). Although the synoptic conditions in which these patterns emerge may or may not524

be favored by climate change (Schulz et al., 2021), increased shallow circulations and the525

degree of self-aggregation would promote maintenance of these patterns. We now dis-526

cuss how the present theory can inform this discussion, by providing first insights and527

a clear roadmap to quantify the behavior of low-level radiative cooling in a warmer world.528

Equation (13) highlights three components that must be investigated to provide a ro-529

bust answer: the Planck term Bν̃(T ), the background humidity ϕt (possibly perturbed530

by moist intrusions) and the spectral window of emission ∆ν̃.531

A first order calculation explores the role of moist adiabatic warming in the 300-532

340K range of surface temperatures, using the reference relative humidity profile from533

Jan 26 (Fig. S5). Low-level longwave cooling is found to increase with surface warming,534

from -9K/day to -30K/day. In this calculation, relative humidity is fixed, so that enhance-535

ment in the cooling peak only results from the Planck response (fixed ϕs/ϕt in equations (14-536

13)). This response may be modulated by changing relative humidity in subsidence re-537

gions due to a slower atmospheric circulation and a changing inversion height with sur-538

face warming (Singh & O’Gorman, 2012), which can be investigated through global cli-539

mate modeling and well-designed regional simulations.540

Importantly, changes in the effective spectral window of emission ∆ν̃ must also be541

explored. Spectral effects can result from the presence of moist intrusions as discussed542

in section 4, but also from changes in the water vapor continuum and from overlap of543

this emission range with CO2 absorption lines. The H2O absorption continuum and CO2544

absorption range have been of strong interest from the perspective of surface emission545

to space, when arguing that the water vapor window closes with warming for tropical-546

mean thermodynamic conditions (Seeley & Jeevanjee, 2021; Kluft et al., 2021). Instead,547

in the case of boundary layer cooling observed in the subsidence regimes of EUREC4A548

observations, the spectral range of emission varies weakly in the 8%-18% relative humid-549

ity profiles above the boundary layer, so that emission in the rotational band of water550

vapor may remain distinct from the spectral range of absorption by CO2. Additional cal-551

culations for day Jan 26 (not shown) with and without full water-vapor continuum and552

CO2 absorption in a similar spirit as Figure S5, also suggest that neither H2O window553

closure not CO2 overlap affect cooling peaks at 2km altitude even when surface temper-554

atures rise to 340K. This can be explained by the smaller temperatures at the top of the555

boundary layer and the smaller optical depth in dry free-tropospheric conditions. Fur-556

ther analyses are necessary, with realistic estimates of futures changes in CO2 concen-557

trations, relative humidity and temperature profiles in subsiding regimes.558
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6 Conclusion559

A new theory is developed to provide simplified analytical expressions for bound-560

ary layer cooling in the longwave, in the dry subtropics in clear sky. These new formu-561

lae provide a step towards building a future theory for self-aggregation, and can help to562

narrow the search for possible radiatively-driven circulations in the observable atmosphere.563

Presently, a detailed characterization of longwave radiative cooling in the shallow con-564

vective boundary layer is lacking, both theoretically and observationally. This work fo-565

cuses specifically on clear-sky radiation occurring in the longwave range of the spectrum:566

this is the background longwave cooling onto which shortwave heating and cloud radia-567

tive effects may be added to capture the full spatial structure of radiative cooling and568

the partial cancellation occurring during daytime.569

To this end, we focused on a region of large-scale subsidence with novel and ver-570

tically well-resolved data from the EUREC4A field campaign: the measurements show571

longwave radiative cooling localized in the boundary layer with magnitudes compara-572

ble to simulations of convective aggregation (section 2). Analytical scalings were derived573

in section 3 for the height, shape and magnitude of radiative cooling peaks (eq. 6, 13,574

14). They permitted to gain more robust intuition on three basic properties of the cool-575

ing profile: 1) the height and shape of low-level cooling peaks is fully determined by the576

moisture structure (in particular where the hydrolapse β ∝ dW
dp /W occurs, eq. 11); 2)577

the spectral structure of emission appears through a weighting function τe−τ , and se-578

lects a narrow range of emitting wavenumbers ∆ν̃ = 160 cm−1 centered around 554 cm−1,579

a value determined by the overlaying water vapor path; and 3) the magnitude of radia-580

tive cooling depends on the ratio of column relative humidity below and above the peak581

(eqs. 13-14). This connection to relative humidity will permit a more explicit connec-582

tion between radiative cooling and atmospheric moistening by convective processes, the583

detail of which is a key unknown for atmospheric dynamicists working on radiation-convection584

interactions.585

Strong emphasis is made on the role of elevated layers of moist air, called moist in-586

trusions. These intrusions are occasionally transported from lower latitudes and sporad-587

ically reduce or cancel low-level cooling, but they can be missed by satellite retrieval al-588

gorithms (Prange et al., 2021, 2022) despite being major components of the large-scale589

circulation (Sokol & Hartmann, 2022). After detailed analysis in section 4, we conclude590

that intrusion mass and altitude are important degrees of freedom in the reduction of591

low-level cooling by moist intrusions. Interestingly, this height dependence is not explained592

by a temperature difference between the emitting layers and the absorbing moist intru-593

sion, but instead by the reduction in water vapor extinction in altitude from pressure594

scaling and lower water vapor mixing ratios. Two mechanisms are advanced: when in-595

trusions occur at higher altitudes, (1) the emission range slightly shifts to lower wavenum-596

bers, leading to an increase in emission, and (2) the absorption of upwelling radiation597

within the intrusion is reduced and displaced in spectral space, reducing the spectral over-598

lap. This height-dependent “spectral shading” motivates future theoretical work to cap-599

ture the radiative effects of elevated moist intrusions within an effective spectral emis-600

sion window ∆ν̃ to be used in eqs. 13-14. It also calls for an exploration of elevated moist601

layers with novel detection techniques (Prange et al., 2022), using upcoming remote sens-602

ing instruments with high vertical resolution (e.g. Krebs, 2022).603

This theoretical work provides insights into the search of low-level cloud patterns604

subject to convective self-aggregation, and in their possible occurrence in warmer climates605

(section 5). Cloud patterns labeled as Fish, elongated structures of organized shallow606

clouds, have cloud fractions between 20% and 30%, occur in the driest wide areas effec-607

tive at cooling the Earth’s surface and appear consistent with radiative self-aggregation608

because of large values of low-level radiative cooling. A maximum value of 10-11% rel-609

ative humidity in the overlaying free troposphere appears as a useful criterion to look610

for the occurrence of radiative self-aggregation mechanisms from remote-sensing obser-611
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vations. Expanding on the theoretical results obtained for future climate suggests that612

low-level radiative cooling may strongly increase due to Planck emission, although the613

free-tropospheric humidity may change with the slow down of the general circulation or614

the presence of moist intrusions. We also recommend further investigation of the spec-615

tral behavior of the emission window in the dry boundary layer, in conjunction with in-616

creases in the water vapor absorption continuum and saturation of the CO2 absorption617

lines. Finally, this work suggests emphasis on numerical simulations of Fish patterns and618

their large-scale environment, the best candidates for radiative aggregation feedbacks.619

With rising SSTs, enhanced pattern’s lifetime would promote patterns with large shal-620

low cloud fractions and the dryness of their clear-sky surroundings. If at play, this would621

imply that the Earth’s subtropics may reflect more sunlight in the future, and simulta-622

neously allow the surface to cool more efficiently to space, a negative feedback on global623

warming.624

Appendix A Spectral fit κ(ν̃) and reference wavenumber625

Under the assumption that extinction κν̃ only weakly varies in the range of tem-
perature, pressure and water vapor of interest, κ can be expressed analytically as a func-
tion of wavenumber ν̃ in the rotational band of water vapor, similarly to (Jeevanjee &
Fueglistaler, 2020b):

κ(ν̃) = κrot exp

(
− ν̃ − ν̃rot

lrot

)
(A1)

Here, using reference values of T = 290K and p = 800 hPa, we find parameters κrot =626

131 m2/kg, ν̃rot = 200 cm−1 and lrot = 59.2 cm−1. The fit is performed using absorp-627

tion spectra from the Correlated-K Distribution Model Intercomparison Project (CKDMIP,628

Hogan & Matricardi, 2020).629

A similar fit can be derived for the rotation-vibration band, yielding

κ(ν̃) = κvr exp

(
ν̃ − ν̃vr
lvr

)
, (A2)

with κvr = 4.6 m2/kg, ν̃vr = 1450 cm−1 and lvr = 46 cm−1.630

These analytical expressions can be used to calculate a reference wavenumber ν̃?631

(shown on Fig. 2), used to simplify calculations and to visualize profiles on Fig. 3-4. By632

choosing ν̃? so that φν̃? maximizes around 800 hPa (τ? = κν̃?W (p = 800hPa) = 1,633

with W (p = 800hPa) ≈ 3 mm for a free troposphere of 10% relative humidity), we634

get κ? ≡ κν̃? ≈ 0.3 m2/kg, which corresponds to ν̃?rot = 554 cm−1 in the rotational635

band of water vapor (Figure 2a), and ν̃?vr = 1329 cm−1 in the vibration-rotation band.636

In practice, the radiative cooling structure at ν̃?rot is a good approximation for the full637

radiative calculation, because the Planck term is 4 to 5 times larger at ν̃ = ν̃?rot than638

at ν̃ = ν̃?vr.639

Appendix B Temperature and humidity contributions to cooling peak640

height and magnitude641

The vertical temperature profile may induce a cooling peak through the Planck term642

and the saturation specific humidity qsatv (H2), while a jump in relative humidity may643

induce a peak through β (H3). These may occur on distinct atmospheric levels, and only644

the one resulting in the largest magnitude will be identified as the “observed” peak. To645

discriminate between the two, we compare the magnitude H ?
θ of a cooling peak result-646

ing from a step function in potential temperature θ at p = p?θ, with the magnitude H ?
ϕ647

of a cooling peak resulting from a step function in relative humidity ϕ at p = p?ϕ. We648

assume that p?θ ≤ p?ϕ, although a similar reasoning can be made when p?θ > p?ϕ.649
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Cooling magnitudes H ?
θ and H ?

ϕ can be derived using the approximate scaling de-650

rived in equation (12), reminded here:651

H (p?) ≈ − g

cp

β(p?)

p?
πB̃

∆ν̃

e
(B1)

In this expression, vertical variations in relative humidity will only affect β, while652

temperature variations will affect both the Planck function B̃ and β (through changes653

in qsatv ). Because these two temperature effects work in opposite directions, we can re-654

strict our reasoning to the temperature effect on the Planck term without loss of gen-655

erality. Using equation (11) above and at the peak level p?, equation (B1) becomes656

H ?
θ = − g

cp

1 + α

p?θ
πB̃(T + ∆T )

∆ν̃

e
(B2a)

H ?
ϕ = − g

cp

1 + α

p?ϕ

ϕs
ϕt
πB̃(T )

∆ν̃

e
(B2b)

and we choose the same reference temperature T in both Planck functions for simplic-657

ity.658

We now show that the peak cannot be controlled by the temperature structure, given
the strong amplitude of the hydrolapse, by comparing H ?

θ and H ?
ϕ :

H ?
θ

H ?
ϕ

=

(
1 +

∆T

B̃

∂B̃

∂T

)
ϕt
ϕs

p?ϕ
p?θ

=

(
1 +

hcν̃/kBT

1− e−hcν̃/kBT
∆T

T

)
ϕt
ϕs

p?ϕ
p?θ

(B3)

where h = 6.626 × 10−34 m2.kg.s−1 is the Planck constant, c = 2.99 × 108 m/s is659

the speed of light, kB = 1.38 × 10−23 m2.kg.s−2.K−1 is Boltzmann’s constant, ν̃ =660

ν̃?1 = 554 cm−1 is the reference wavenumber (we limit the reasoning to the rotational661

band of water vapor alone, for simplicity) and T = 290K the reference temperature.662

This gives hcν̃/kBT = 2.75, and hcν̃/kBT/(1 − e−hcν̃/kBT ) = 2.94. For a tempera-663

ture inversion of a few degrees, ∆T/T ∼ O(10−2), and the humidity drop observed is664

ϕt/ϕs ∼ 0.1. Assuming that both peak heights are between 900hPa and 500hPa, we665

restrict
p?ϕ
p?θ

< 2. This gives H ?
θ /H

?
ϕ � 1 and proves that longwave radiative cooling666

peak height is set by the vertical structure of humidity.667

Appendix C Mean boundary layer cooling668

The average cooling occurring in the boundary layer can be calculated from equa-669

tion (12) approximating the full profile of low-level cooling, by integration between the670

level of maximum cooling (the level of the hydrolapse p?) and a pressure level close to671

the surface, ps. Here we take ps = 950hPa slightly above the surface, because the first672

layers are affected by radiative exchanges with the ocean surface, a term ignored here.673

We use a simple change of variable η =
(
p?

p

)1+α

to integrate β/p (equation (11) di-674

vided by p) between p? (i.e. η? = 1) and ps:675

–24–
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I(p?, ps) =

∫
dη

η
(

1− ∆ϕ
ϕs
η
) (C1)

=

∫
dη

η
+

∫
dη

1− ∆ϕ
ϕs
η

∆ϕ

ϕs
(C2)

= ln

(
ηs
η?

)
+ ln

(
1− ∆ϕ

ϕs
η?

1− ∆ϕ
ϕs
ηs

)
(C3)

= ln

(
1− ∆ϕ

ϕs
1
ηs
− ∆ϕ

ϕs

)
(C4)

= − ln

(
ϕs
ϕt

(
ps
p?

)1+α

− ∆ϕ

ϕt

)
(C5)

= − ln

(
1 +

ϕs
ϕt

((
ps
p?

)1+α

− 1

))
(C6)

The average longwave cooling is then obtained by dividing by the layer depth ∆p = ps−676

p? in equation (14).677
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Figure S1. Decomposition of net radiative cooling at the height of the longwave peak (a,d)

into shortwave (b,e) and longwave components (c,f), for days 2020-01-22 (example of Fish, a-c)

and 2020-02-02 (example of Flower, d-f), colored by column precipitable water. The shortwave

components captures most of the diurnal cycle so that only the dependence on PW remains for

the longwave component.
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Figure S2. Manual classification of scenes of shallow organization as Fish (blue frames),

Flower (red), Gravel (yellow) and Sugar (green) patterns (Bony et al., 2020). Categories are

assigned to each scene, in agreement with a classification previously made on a larger domain as

a reference (Schulz, 2022), but adapted by eye for our domain of interest (60W-52W, 10N-16N,

centered on the circle followed by the HALO aircraft). On 2020-01-26, the image contrast was

enhanced to better highlight the pattern, which revealed an upper thin cirrus in this case, but

not counted as cloud fraction and ignored from the analysis. Text indicates the day, pattern and

confidence level for attributing each label.
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X - 4 :

Figure S3. Comparison of relative humidity and longwave radiative cooling profiles for Fish

(blue) and Flower (red) patterns in cloud-free environments as indicated in Figure 3f (solid

dots). The Fish pattern is associated with a drier free troposphere, so lower layers can cool more

efficiently to space. Both patterns show a rapid transition from the surface moist layer to the

upper drier layer.
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Figure S4. Height (a), magnitude (b) and boundary layer integral (c) of low-level longwave

cooling peaks vs. column precipitation water. On all panels, colors indicate by organization

pattern, open circles show soundings possibly falling through clouds (containing a level exceeding

95% relative humidity, following (George et al., 2021)). On panels (a) and (c), circle size indicate

longwave cooling peak magnitude. Notably, Fish patterns show the largest clear-sky radiative

cooling in cloud-free regions.
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Figure S5. Amplification of low-level radiative cooling with warming, calculated from RRT-

MGP with moist-adiabatic lapse rates between 296K and 340K. The reference relative humidity

profile is the median profile from January 26, 2020 (Fish day, in blue, also see Fig. 1 in main

text), fitted as piecewise linear and used for all calculations. Note that the vertical transition

from moist to dry is gradual, which slightly reduces the magnitude of radiative cooling peaks.

Warming makes the free-troposphere and lower layers moister, but at fixed relative humidity,

the Planck term induces an amplification of radiative cooling at the top of the moist layer with

increasing temperatures.
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